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Abstract
Model Predictive Control of a Grid-Connected Converter
With LCL-Filter
J.M.C. Geldenhuys
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
University of Stellenbosch,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.
Thesis: MScEng (E&E)
March 2018
Improved efficiency of power conversion is high priority when it comes to
renewable energy applications. Model predictive control (MPC) can be used
to optimise the switching pattern applied in the converter to reduce switching
losses. During this research the suitability of a direct MPC strategy with long
horisons is evaluated for current control of a three-phase two-level grid-tied
converter with LCL-filter.
A cost function was formulated to include two weighted control objectives,
namely reducing the reference tracking error and switching frequency. The
grid voltage was incorporated into the state-space model as an additional
input vector. Therefore the optimisation approach, used to transform the
cost-function minimisation problem towards the integer least-squares (ILS)
problem, had to be reworked to consider this additional element, hereby
extending on previous work done on the integer quadratic programming
formulation for long horisons. A sphere decoding algorithm was incorporated
to reduce the computational burden.
The current controller shows fast transient response and good reference
tracking of the fundamental 50 Hz component. The developed strategy
complies to the grid-side current harmonic limits set out in the South African
grid code at high switching frequencies, but is unable to comply to the even
and high-order harmonic limits at low switching frequencies.
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Uittreksel
Model Voorspellende Beheer van ’n Netwerk-Gekoppelde
Omsetter met ’n LCL-Filter
(“Model Predictive Control of a Grid Connected Converter With LCL-Filter”)
J.M.C. Geldenhuys
Departement Elektriese en Elektroniese Ingenieurswese,
Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.
Tesis: MScIng (E&E)
Maart 2018
Verbeterde doeltreffendheid van kragomsetting is ’n hoë prioriteit wat betref
hernubare energie toepassings. Model voorspellende beheer (MVB) kan
gebruik word om die skakelpatroon wat in die omsetter toegepas is te optimeer
om skakelverliese te verminder. Gedurende hierdie navorsing is die geskiktheid
van direkte MVB met lang horisonne ge-evalueer vir die beheer van ’n drie-fase,
twee-vlak, netwerkgekoppelde omsetter met ’n LCL-filter.
’n Kostefunksie is geformuleer om twee beheermikpunte, naamlik
die vermindering van die stroomvolgfout en skakelfrekwensie in te
sluit. Die netwerkspanning is by die toestandsruimte model as ’n
bykomende intreevektor inkorporeer. Hierdie bykomende element het
gemaak dat die optimeringsbenadering wat gebruik is om die kostefunksie
minimeringsprobleem tot die kleinste vierkant probleem te transformer,
gewysig moes word. Dit is ’n voortsetting van vorige werk oor heeltallige
kwadratiese programmeringsformulering vir lang horison toepassings. ’n
Algoritme vir ’n sfeer dekodeerder is geïmplementeer om die berekeningslas
te verminder.
Die stroombeheerder wys vinnige oorgang en bied akkurate stoomvolging
van die 50Hz fundamentele frekwensie komponent. Die ontwikkelde strategie
voldoen teen hoë skakelfrekwensies aan netwerkstroom harmoniekbeperkings
soos in die Suid-Afrikaanse netwerkkode uiteengesit, maar kan nie teen lae
frekwensies voldoen aan die ewe en hoë orde harmoniekbeperkinge nie.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background to the research problem
Energy is regarded as an important building block of society and is required for
the creation of goods from natural resources [17]. Fossil fuels such as oil, coal
and gas are still predominantly used for electricity production, but renewable
energy sources have since the 1970s slowly gained importance [17]. Global
energy demand and access of renewable energy sources to the electricity grid
are rapidly growing in proportion [18], as can be seen in Figure 1.1. Despite an
increase in energy efficiencies over time, an immense increase in global energy
demand is predicted from now until 2040, especially in developing countries
[19; 20; 21].
Renewable energy is currently projected as the fastest-growing energy
Figure 1.1: Total electricity produced globally, analysed according to source.
Produced from data in [1; 2; 3].
1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
source with its global consumption predicted to increase by an average of 2.6%
per year until 2040 [19]. Integrating renewable energy sources into the grid
can bring many environmental and economic benefits [22]. Key challenges
entail managing variability of supply from renewable energy sources with
regards to integration with the power grid, and remaining competitive with
traditional power generation [21]. Renewable energy sources have received
growing interest as a valuable means for nations to reduce their carbon
emission [23; 24; 25].
Political commitments were made at the United Nations conference on
climate change where nations agreed to promote the universal access to
renewable energy and its deployment [26; 24; 21]. The South African national
objective is to have 30% clean energy by 2025 [27].
South Africa’s solar potential is among the highest in the world, yet
coal-generated electricity still dominates [28]. Coal, linked to high carbon
emissions, supplies 93% of South-African energy [29], and can be dated to the
early 1880s when the Kimberley diamond fields were supplied with coal from
Vereeniging [30]. This is high compared to the world average which is around
40% [31]. Coal has for many years been the preferred source of electricity
generation in South Africa due to abundant local coal reserves, relative cost
effectiveness and reliability [30].
In the SA White Paper on Energy Policy published in 1998 it is advocated
that South Africa should improve on its energy efficiency [32] in order for
the country to maintain its economic competitiveness [33] since worldwide
economic development is influenced by the production of electricity [34].
The South African government has realised the importance of creating a
sustainable energy mix by investing in renewable energy resources. This led
to the White Paper on Renewable Energy in 2003 in which renewable energy
investment through well-structured tariffs and creating public awareness on
the use of renewable energy and energy efficiency is promoted [35]. The
Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) followed in 2010 and the Renewable Energy
Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REI4P) in 2014 to
drive the installation of renewable electricity generation capacity until 2030.
Initially the REI4P was seen as an expensive option used to counter criticism
of the country’s coal dependance and high carbon footprint [4]. However,
this later changed due to the increasing competitiveness of the REI4P bidding
process, the escalating costs of coal-based electricity generation and the rapidly
decreasing costs for wind and photovoltaic power [4]. This trend is supported
by the comparison of the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) for PV and
coal-generated electricity in Figure 1.2. Renewable energy is finally gathering
momentum in South Africa [4]. In 2014 South Africa was the country with the
largest renewable energy asset growth and made the eighth largest investments
in renewable energy [36].
Stellenbosch University  https://scholar.sun.ac.za
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of LCOE costs for PV and coal-generated electricity
from actual and predicted data. Reproduced from [4; 5].
1.2 Renewable energy
Sources of electricity generation such as nuclear and fossil fuels (oil, coal
and natural gas) are unsustainable as the replenish rate of these resources
cannot indefinitely support continued electricity generation in the future
[37; 38; 39; 40]. The process of generating electricity from these non-renewable
sources also leads to damage of the environment [37]. A more sustainable
option is renewable energy as it holds the potential to be economically
viable, environmentally friendly and to bring socio-economic benefits such as
employment creation [4; 41], which align with the three pillars of sustainable
development (economic, environmental and social sustainability).
Renewable energy sources are constantly replenished by the environment
with the energy obtained from the sun either directly (for example
photo-electric, photo-chemical and thermal), or indirectly (bioenergy, hydro
and wind), as well as from other natural phenomena (such as tidal and
geothermal energy) [42]. In Figure 1.3 the different types of renewable energy
are listed [6; 7].
In South Africa renewable energy can be traced back to 100 years ago when
farmers used windmills for pumping water or grinding grain [43; 44]. However
it is only from the 1970s that the first attempts were made as to develop
renewable energy technologies on a commercially viable scale [43].
These renewable energy technologies have evolved and passed the stage
of trying to catch up with fossil fuel technologies and are now rather
positioned to have equivalent or surpassing performance [43]. Traditional
Stellenbosch University  https://scholar.sun.ac.za
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Figure 1.3: Different types of renewable energy. Reproduced from [6; 7].
fossil fuel technologies have undergone a process of refinement spanning
over more than a century, requiring trillions of dollars in subsidies, research
and development [43]. Currently these traditional technologies require large
investment to produce marginal improvement, while many renewable energy
technologies are in an innovation phase where small investments are bringing
about large performance gains and cost reductions [43].
One of the technologies that greatly influence the performance of renewable
energy systems is power electronics [42; 45]. Wind energy systems use
power electronic converters to regulate the variable input power and maximise
electrical energy converted from the wind energy [42]. Inverters are used in
photovoltaic (PV) systems to effectively convert the DC voltage to AC for
connection to the electrical grid or other AC applications [42]. A typical
grid-connected setup for a PV system is presented in Figure 1.4.
1.2.1 Research focus
Power electronics entail the control and conversion of electricity by means of
applying a certain sequence of operation to semiconductor switches [42]. In
renewable energy technologies efficiency is a priority especially in high power
systems. One measure that can reduce losses in the system is to minimise
switching losses by switching the semiconductor devices at lower frequencies.
This however compromises the quality of the current injected into the grid.
Model predictive control (MPC) can be used to perform current control by
effectively managing the trade-off between switching frequency and current
reference tracking. It is a control method that has received increasing attention
within power electronics and entails online optimisation of a cost function that
encompasses the control objectives. Finite control set (FCS) model predictive
control, alternatively known as direct MPC, directly changes the switch states
of the semiconductor switches, which is therefore seen as the manipulated
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Figure 1.4: General configuration to connect a photovoltaic power plant to the
grid [8].
variable of the controller. MPC addresses the modulation and current control
need in one computational stage, not needing a modulator, and is an attractive
alternative to traditional controllers such as PWM and PI control. However,
the optimisation problem of determining the optimal value for the discrete
optimisation variable (switching sequence) is very challenging computationally,
especially when predictions are considered further into the future, known as
long prediction horisons.
In [46] an efficient optimisation algorithm is derived by an amalgamation
between sphere decoding concepts and the optimisation approach. The
development of this algorithm makes it possible to efficiently solve the
optimisation problem for longer prediction horisons by reducing the
exponentially increasing computational burden.
There are MPC strategies available that can perform current control for an
inverter, but they do not provide for the effect of the grid voltage. The direct
model predictive control method used in the research done by [46] seems most
suitable for this application, but will have to be extended to incorporate the
grid voltage.
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1.3 Research statement
Evaluate the suitability of a direct model predictive control technique with
long prediction horisons for the current control of a grid-tied inverter with
LCL-filter.
1.4 Research objectives
The researcher aims to fulfil the following objectives:
• To develop a mathematical model that describes the behaviour of the
three-phase grid-connected converter with a LCL-filter.
• To extend on the work done in [46] regarding the optimisation approach
underlying MPC for long horisons to incorporate the effect of the grid
voltage.
• To incorporate the following control objectives into a cost function;
– To minimise current tracking error.
– To minimise switching frequency.
• To solve the optimisation problem in a computationally efficient manner
using the sphere decoding algorithm.
• To implement and evaluate the developed mathematical model and
sphere decoder by MATLAB-based simulations.
1.5 Brief overview of the research
Figure 1.5 provides a concise illustration of the process followed in this research:
In Chapter 2 the background and literature study regarding the research
statement are presented in order to provide the reader with the necessary
introductory knowledge of the main concepts and theory involved in the
study. An overview of the role and application of power converters is given,
as well as a review of the different types of control methods available. The
suitability of predictive control is described at the hand of the characteristics
present in modern control systems and power converters. The model predictive
control (MPC) approach is then introduced, where-after the advantages and
disadvantages of this approach are discussed. The basic principles according to
which MPC functions is also explained before a review is given of the existing
research relevant to the study.
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Figure 1.5: Brief overview of the thesis chapters.
The design of the system and controller are discussed in Chapter 3. A
state-space model is derived to describe the behaviour of the system according
to the actuation applied to the switches. The model is similar to the one in
[46], except that the grid voltage is included in the model as an input vector
alongside the actuation input vector, which differs from the augmented models
in [47; 48]. The continuous-time model is then discretised to a discrete-time
model. A cost function is compiled according to the control objectives for the
system, namely accurate reference tracking and minimisation of the switching
frequency. The cost function uses the state-space model to predict system
behaviour across the time steps in a prediction horison in order to calculate
the overall cost of each available actuation sequence. The actuation sequence
that minimises the cost function is the optimal solution, but as the horison
length is increased, the solution search enlarges exponentially, implying an
exhaustive search through each of the many candidates. The optimisation
approach that changes the cost function minimisation problem into an integer
least-squares (ILS) problem, is reworked to include the additional input vector
of the cost function for the grid voltage. An efficient solving algorithm known
as the sphere decoder is used to reduce the computational burden associated
with longer horisons by excluding as many sub-optimal solutions from the
search as possible.
In Chapter 4 the control scheme developed in Chapter 3 is implemented
as a simulation in order to evaluate its performance. In the first part of the
chapter an explanation is given on how the mathematical model is implemented
in a MATLAB-based simulation in order to obtain and analyse the results in
the time and frequency domain. In the second part the suitability of the
developed model is evaluated in terms of the grid-code harmonic distortion
limits for the grid current. The evaluation is performed at two different
switching frequencies by comparison between four control approaches: MPC
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with a short horison, MPC with a long horison, open-loop pulse width
modulation and naturally-sampled space vector modulation.
In Chapter 5 the research is summarised, the main findings are reviewed,
suggestions are made for future research and final conclusions are drawn.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature
Review
In this chapter a literature review is presented in order to provide background
on the applications of power converters and the types of converter control
schemes. A motivation as to why predictive control is the preferred method,
and an explanation of the characteristics and basic principles of model
predictive control, are provided. The need to implement an optimisation
algorithm, specifically sphere decoding, will also be explained.
2.1 Power converters
Power converters are used for diverse applications and in many industries,
such as the industrial, transportation, power systems, residential sectors and
renewable energy. In photovoltaic (PV) systems the power from the solar panel
passes through a DC-DC converter that manages the optimal operation of the
panel. Thereafter the DC power is converted to AC by an inverter, so that
sinusoidal current can be injected into the grid. In Figure 2.1 an example of
this setup is given. Power converters for renewable energy generation offer
the optimisation of energy extraction, performance and quality of the power
injected into the grid [10; 49], and in the case of wind energy eliminates the
need for a mechanical gearbox [50].
System stability and dynamic performance were the main focus in
traditional control requirements, but today the industry requirements pose
more demanding constraints, technical specifications, codes and regulations.
These requirements cannot be satisfied with hardware alone, and have to
be dealt with by the control system. Therefore more advanced control
systems have emerged and power electronic converter design has become an
optimisation problem, also having to satisfy various objectives and constraints
at once. A list of important objectives, constraints and challenges regarding
control in power electronics follows [10]:
9
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Figure 2.1: System diagram for a renewable energy power converter
application. Amended from [9].
• Reduction of switching losses, related to the switching frequency. This
drives efficiency and optimal utilisation of semiconductor components.
• Improved dynamics for minimising the tracking error between the
controlled variables and their references, as well as optimal disturbance
rejection.
• It is challenging to acquire good performance of a non-linear system if
its linearised control model is adjusted for a specific operating point. It
is desirable to achieve good operation for a wide range of conditions.
• The modulation stage generates harmonic content, which is an inherent
characteristic of switched systems. Many applications have restrictions
regarding the total harmonic distortion (THD).
• Common-mode voltages are a concern because they induce leakage
currents that threaten the lifetime and safety of the system.
• Attention must be paid to the standards and regulations regarding the
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) of the system.
• Each converter topology has its own specific limitations, requirements
and constraints, for example forbidden actions such as changing a switch
state in a three-level converter from -1 directly to 1 by avoiding the 0
state in-between.
2.2 Types of control methods
In Figure 2.2 a classification of power electronic control methods that are
generally applied to power converters and drives is presented. Some of the
techniques are only used for drive applications, indicated by the grey boxes
in Figure 2.2, and are therefore not applicable to the system described in
this study. This classification includes some classical methods and the more
complex and recent methods requiring higher computational capabilities. A
more detailed discussion on the main control methods follows.
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Figure 2.2: A classification of converter control methods for power converters
and drives. Amended from [10].
With hysteresis control the switch states are determined by comparing
the measured variable to a hysteresis error boundary around the reference
signal. The switch state is changed as soon as the controlled current reaches
the boundary. The method’s applications are in the most cases simple like
current control, but can also be applied to higher complexity applications like
direct torque control (DTC) [51] and direct power control (DPC) [52]. The
implementation is simple and does not require highly complex technology [10].
Hysteresis control is well established [11] and originated from analogue
electronics. When implemented digitally the scheme requires a very high
sampling frequency to continually keep the controlled variables within the
hysteresis band. Hysteresis control is problematic for low power applications
due to the switching losses [53]. A significant drawback of this control method
is its variable switching frequency, dependent on the hysteresis width, load
parameters, non-linearity and operating conditions. This causes resonance
and a spread of spectral content requiring costly and unwieldy filters [10].
Any linear controller can be applied to a power converter that has
a modulation stage. A modulator linearises the non-linear converter by
generating control signals for the switching devices. The most common
linear controller is the proportional-integral (PI) controller. Field-orientated
control (FOC) is a general choice for drives [51; 54], while voltage-orientated
control (VOC) can be used for grid-connected converters to control the
current [55]. A very established approach used in conjunction with linear
control is pulse width modulation (PWM) [11]. In this approach a PWM
modulator compares the sinusoidal reference signal to a triangular carrier
signal, generating a pulsed waveform to control the switching. For example,
when the instantaneous value of the carrier is less than that of the reference
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signal, the switch state is changed so that the output signal increases, and vice
versa [10].
The drawback of applying linear schemes to control non-linear systems
is that they can produce uneven performance throughout the dynamic
range. With linear controller design, the various system constraints and
requirements (like the maximum current and switching frequency or total
harmonic distortion) cannot be directly incorporated [10].
Sliding mode control takes into account the switching characteristics of
the power converter and offers robustness [11] during line and load variations,
but it is a complex control algorithm [56].
Artificial intelligence techniques are used for applications where some
parameters are unknown or where the system is undetermined; fuzzy logic is a
suitable technique. Other advanced control schemes include neural networks
and neuro-fuzzy control [10; 11].
Predictive control uses a model of the system to describe and predict
the behaviour of the system according to its inputs. It applies optimisation
criteria to select the actuation that will produce the most desirable outcome.
With predictive control the cascaded structure, as found in linear schemes, can
be avoided so as to produce very fast transient responses [11].
Deadbeat control uses the system model to determine the voltage that
will eliminate the error in a single sampling interval, and applies this voltage
by means of a modulator [11]. Model predictive control (MPC) evaluates its
actuation options by means of a cost function consisting of the weighted control
objectives. This method can be used to make predictions many time steps into
the future so as to select a more optimal switching sequence, but this is also
more demanding computationally [10].
2.3 Suitability of predictive control schemes
In Figure 2.3 the characteristics of power converters and the nature of control
platforms that are presently available are set out to show their relation to
predictive control approaches.
In order to improve the performance and efficiency of a system, its real
nature and characteristics have to be taken into consideration. A power
converter is a non-linear system comprising of both linear and non-linear
components. A converter also comprises of a finite number of switches and
switching states. The on and off transitions of each switch are commanded
by discrete input signals. The system poses inherent restrictions, such as
maximum output voltage, and requires protective restrictions, for the sake of
its components and loads, such as current limitations [10].
Currently, it is the norm for control strategies to use discrete time steps
and to be implemented on digital platforms. The models of converters are
well known and can be used to adapt the controller to the system and its
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Figure 2.3: Characteristics of power converters, the nature of control platforms
presently available and their relation to predictive control approaches.
Amended from [10].
parameters. The computational abilities of control platforms have improved
over the years, making computationally large and demanding algorithms more
feasible today, such as MPC [10; 11].
In Figure 2.4 a breakdown is provided of the predictive control schemes
used in power electronics. The dominant feature of predictive control is its
use of a system model to predict the values of the controlled variables. Using
this prediction it can determine the optimal actuation evaluated against the
predefined optimisation criterion. The optimal actuation in deadbeat control
is the option that eliminates the error within the next single sampling interval.
The optimisation criterion for hysteresis-based predictive control requires
the actuation to keep the controlled variable within the suitable hysteresis
error boundary around the reference signal. Trajectory-based control has a
predefined trajectory which the controlled variable is forced to track. The
criteria involved for MPC are more flexible as they entail the minimisation of
a cost function comprising of weighted control objectives. Of these types of
predictive controllers, only deadbeat control and MPC (with the continuous
control set) need modulators to produce the required voltage signal, resulting
in a fixed switching frequency. The other methods generate the switching
signals directly and their switching frequencies vary [11].
For predictive control non-linearities are easily included in the system
model, eliminating the need to linearise it according to a specific operating
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Figure 2.4: Classification of predictive control methods. Amended from [11].
point. This allows operation under any condition. Variable restrictions can
also be included in the design. These advantages are easy to implement in some
of the controller methods such as MPC, but very challenging in for instance
deadbeat control [11].
2.4 Model predictive control
MPC is based on the following basic concepts [10]:
• A model is derived that describes the behaviour of the system. This
model is then used to predict the system’s behaviour over a predefined
horison length (number of time steps) into the future.
• A cost function represents the control objectives, and assigns a weighting
to each objective. The cost is used to evaluate and compare the
suitability of future actuation options.
• The actuation sequence that minimises the cost function is selected as
the optimal solution. Only the first actuation of the optimal sequence
is applied, discarding the rest of the sequence. Hereafter the process is
repeated in order to re-evaluate the state and performance of the system
resulting from this actuation. In this sense the prediction horison is
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shifted forward in time along with the control actions applied at each
new time step. The controller thus never applies the rest of the sequence
predicted during a specific time step. This concept is known as the
receding horison principle.
The basic principles of MPC were developed in the 1960s and attracted
interest from industry in the 1970s [57]. Thereafter MPC has been applied
in the chemical and process industries. The time constants were sufficiently
long for calculations to be completed. In the 1980s MPC was introduced in
the power electronics industry in high-power applications with low switching
frequencies [55]. The control algorithm needed long calculation times therefore
applications with high switching frequencies were not possible at the time.
As the technology regarding microprocessors rapidly developed, MPC started
to receive more interest due to increased computational capabilities being
available [10; 11]. MPC has several advantages to offer [10]:
• Multi-variable problems become simple.
• It allows compensation of dead time.
• The controller offers simple implementation for a wide variety of systems.
There are many possibilities for adaptations and extensions to suit
specific applications.
• Non-linearities are easily included in the system model, eliminating
the need to linearise it according to a specific operating point. This
allows operation under any conditions. Variable restrictions can also
be included in the design. Aside from MPC, this advantage is very
challenging to implement in other types of predictive controllers such as
deadbeat control [11].
The disadvantages that come with MPC are [10]:
• The computational complexity involved in evaluating and selecting the
optimal solution candidate increases exponentially as the prediction
horison is lengthened further into the future. This can however be
managed and mitigated by applying intelligent optimisation algorithms.
• The controller is dependent on the system’s model. Therefore the
quality of the model derived for the system will determine the quality
of the controller and its performance [11]. If the system parameters
change throughout time, an estimation or adaptation algorithm has to
be incorporated.
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2.5 Basic principles of model predictive control
An overview of basic principles on which a model predictive controller is based
is provided in this section. This entails: deriving a mathematical model;
understanding the finite control set; how predictions are made in terms of
the prediction horison; evaluation of multiple possible solutions according to
the control objectives by means of a cost function; the exhaustive search for an
optimal solution; and optimising the search computationally by using a sphere
decoding algorithm.
2.5.1 The state-space model
A linear system, like the one in Figure 2.5, can be described mathematically
by means of a discrete-time state-space model:
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)
y(k) = Cx(k)
where k indicates the current position in the discrete time-line, and k + 1 the
next time step. The model contains the current state x(k) of the system, and
predicts the future state values x(k + 1) according to the switching actuation
u(k) applied to it, as demonstrated in Figure 2.6. System states can include
for instance, currents and voltages within the circuit. The output vector y(k)
determines to which of these states the control is applied.
Figure 2.5: Example of a physical model of the system. A single-phase,
two-level grid-tied converter with LCL-filter is used per illustration. From
such a model a mathematical model is derived.
2.5.2 The finite control set (FCS) constraint
The use of switches poses certain constraints and therefore only a finite
number of actuation options are available, also known as a finite control set.
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Figure 2.6: Diagram of how the MPC control scheme functions. Amended
from [10].
For a two-level system the switches within the same phase leg are changed
complementary of each other, so both cannot be on or off simultaneously, thus
at any discrete instance in time , only one of the two switches is on. There are
therefore two switch states in this case: u = −1 when only the bottom switch
is on and u = 1 when only the top switch is on, as labelled in Figure 2.5.
2.5.3 The prediction horison
The controller makes predictions for a pre-defined horison length of N time
steps into the future. The controller can directly manipulate the switch state
u at every discrete position in time to best control the output sequence
Y = [ y(k + 1) y(k + 2) . . . y(k + N) ]T to follow a reference
Y ∗ = [ y∗(k + 1) . . . y∗(k + N) ]T of the desired system behaviour, as
illustrated in Figures 2.7a and 2.7b. Of the N switch positions in the sequence
selected as most optimal, Uopt, only the first is applied, namely u(k). This
principle where the rest of the switch states in the sequence, determined for
each of the N time steps in the horison, is never applied but rather discarded
and recalculated as the controller advances to the next time step to once again
only implement the first one, is known as the receding horison principle. The
controller will always predict a fixed number of steps ahead from its current
point in time where the selected actuation is applied to the switches. In
Figures 2.7a and 2.7b all possible current trajectories Y1,Y2,Y3 and Y4 are
predicted for all the possible candidate switching sequences U1,U2,U3 and
U4.
2.5.4 Cost function and control objectives
The cost function J evaluates each of the candidate switching sequences
U(k) = [ u(k) u(k + 1) . . . u(k + N − 1) ]T over the horison of N time
.
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(a) Predicted current trajectories Y compared to the reference Y ∗.
(b) Candidate switching sequences
Figure 2.7: Mapping of all the possible switching actions and their resulting
current trajectories. Amended from [12].
steps into the future according to a combination of weighted control objective
costs:
J =
k+N−1∑
`=k
λeJe(`) + λuJu(`) where ` = k, . . . , k +N − 1.
For example, the first objective is to minimise the reference tracking error,
penalised by the error cost Je and prioritised by the weighting factor λe. The
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second objective is to reduce the frequency of switching which is also treated
according to its specific cost Ju and weighting λu.
Figure 2.8 provides an example of how the number of predicted solution
sequences increases exponentially with longer prediction horisons in a
three-level converter, having three possible switch states in its finite control
set u ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. To evaluate each of these outcomes becomes an exhaustive
search and is computationally challenging. Various optimised search strategies
exist by which the computational complexity of the search can be reduced.
This makes it easier to evaluate outcomes over longer prediction horisons into
the future and therefore improve the overall system performance [58].
The optimal control sequence Uopt(k) = [ u(k) u(k+1) . . . u(k+N−1) ]T
is determined by solving the following problem [58]:
Uopt(k) = arg min
U(k)
J
subject to predictive extension of the plant model:
x(`+ 1) = Ax(`) +Bu(`)
y(`+ 1) = Cx(`),
for ` = k, . . . , k + N − 1. This problem is eventually rewritten as an integer
least-squares (ILS) problem with U as the optimisation variable [58]:
Uopt(k) = arg min
U(k)
‖HU (k)−HUunc(k)‖22 .
All of the 27 possible actuation vectors identified in Figure 2.8 for the
three-level converter with horison N = 3, can be mapped in a N-dimensional
discrete solution space according to their characteristics, as illustrated in
Figure 2.9. The non-singular, upper triangular matrix H is referred to as the
Figure 2.8: Exhaustive solution search tree of a three-level converter setup
over a horison length of three steps into the future. Amended from [13].
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Figure 2.9: Solution space of a three-level converter, evaluated over a horison
of N = 3 time steps, containing the 27 solution points of which two fall within
the search sphere centred around the unconstrained solution.
transformation matrix or lattice generator matrix, as it is crucial to generating
the discrete solution space [58].
In essence, the above-mentioned ILS problem takes the distance (Euclidean
norm) between a candidate U (k) and the unconstrained solution Uunc(k),
which is the most optimal actuation the system could offer in the case where
the actuation voltage is not limited by the integer constraints incorporated
by the switching setup. Traditionally, the distances regarding all 27 possible
actuation vectors were investigated to identify the candidate U(k) that is the
closest to the unconstrained optimum (and thus minimises the cost). This is
known as the exhaustive search and becomes computationally intractable with
longer horisons and increased system complexity [58].
2.5.5 Sphere decoding
To solve the ILS problem in a more efficient manner, the sphere decoding
approach, adopted into power electronics from the communications field [59],
is implemented to exclude as many sub-optimal solutions from the search
as possible. The name of the sphere decoder is derived from the way the
decoder compares the candidate solutions to the unconstrained optimum.
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The unconstrained optimum serves as the midpoint of a hypersphere with
a shrinking search radius, so as to narrow the search space to include the most
favourable solutions and exclude as many sub-optimal solution options from
the sphere as possible. The initial radius is determined by rounding the real
values in the unconstrained optimum Uunc to the nearest integers, for instance
u ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. The radius is reduced each time a candidate is found that is
closer than the previously discovered, while those that lie outside the radius are
automatically excluded from the search, pruning the branching of the search
tree at early stages.
Figure 2.10 shows the approach by which the sphere decoder explores the
search tree. The decoder starts at the origin of the tree and explores the
branching options, starting with the left most branch and moving downward,
prioritising middle and right branches for later. Therefore the left branch in
the first level (which is representative of the first time step of the horison)
is evaluated first. A node is evaluated to determine whether the solutions
associated with it fall within the sphere or not. Those that comply with the
criteria are open for further exploration, whereas a non-compliant node serves
as a dead-end because it offers no improvement, and is pruned from the search
tree. In Figure 2.10 the red nodes indicate the paths that fell outside the
sphere during the search. The decoder then explores the next path alongside
its current path, returning to previous nodes as it completes the evaluation of
all three nodes in its current level. When the decoder reaches the bottom of the
tree, these solutions represent a complete switching sequence for the specified
horison. If such a node falls within the sphere, the sphere’s radius is tightened
to the current solution distance from the sphere’s centre. This solution point
is then recorded as a temporary optimum solution. After the decoder has
completed its search, the last complete solution that was discovered as a better
optimum is declared the official optimum solution.
Figure 2.10: Pruning of the search tree for a three-level converter setup by
means of the sphere decoding algorithm over a horison length of three time
steps into the future [13].
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2.6 Existing research
Model predictive control (MPC) provides a simplified way of handling
non-linear dynamics, multiple inputs and outputs, as well as constraints
for the inputs, states and outputs [60]. The MPC strategy is investigated
as an alternative to traditional PWM modulation for grid-connected
applications [61; 62; 63].
Inverters with pulse width modulation (PWM) modulators produce output
voltages with significant harmonic content which need to be removed for
grid-connected applications by means of a filter [64]. An LCL-filter is the
most popular for this application as it offers better harmonic attenuation than
the traditional series inductors and offers medium-voltage (MV) converters
a reduction in switching frequencies while functioning within the acceptable
harmonic limits [61]. The size, cost and filtering capacity trade-off of an L-filter
becomes a limitation with increased power applications [65]. However, the
LCL-filter capacitance causes a delay between the grid and converter making
it difficult to perform control on grid-side quantities [47]. Active or passive
damping can be used to perform damping. With passive damping, passive
elements such as resistors are connected in series or parallel to the reactive
elements in the LCL-filter [66]. This however is very costly in terms of the
system’s conduction losses and efficiency. For this reason active damping
is preferred to passive damping and is based on closed-loop control [67].
Active damping is generally software-based relying on feedback of other control
variables, acting as an additional damping term to suppress filter resonance,
such as capacitor voltage, or current to the current control loop [65]. With
active damping use is not made of physical components to perform damping,
but additional sensors and circuitry could be incorporated which can result in
increased system cost and complexity [65].
In [65] a control scheme is developed for a three-phase grid-connected
converter with LCL-filter using a reduced order LCL-filter model by
approximating it as an L-filter and adding an additional disturbance term
to the state-space equation to represent the resonance of the LCL-filter. The
controller design is a combination of state feedback and disturbance rejection
(designed off-line) and MPC computed on-line. The control objectives are to
perform fast reference-tracking response of active and reactive components and
the damping of the LCL-filter resonance [65].
An unconstrained MPC approach is used in [64] to control the grid-side
current of a single-phase grid-connected inverter with a space-vector
PWM modulation stage and LCL-filter. Multiple resonant controllers are
implemented into an augmented system model to provide disturbance rejection
of the grid-voltage harmonics of the 3rd, 5th and 7th fundamental harmonics
in order to effectively track the sinusoidal reference [64]. For validation by
simulation the reference tracking accuracy was evaluated over a prediction
horison of N = 100 time steps at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz, resulting
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in a 5ms horison into the future, and only included the cost related to
commutation over a control horison of 20 time steps [64]. The closed-loop
system could perform current tracking with no steady-state error and a fast
transient response of one 60 Hz cycle [64]. The grid-voltage harmonic rejection
was tested by inserting disturbances into the grid voltage; the system is able
to reject every disturbance with fast settling time [64]. The system proves that
unconstrained MPC approaches provide good closed loop behaviour, however
they do not address constraints in the system, such as a finite control set
limiting the voltage values that can be applied at the ac-side output terminals
of the converter, which poses a greater challenge in terms of efficient solving
within one sampling period [64].
Many variations of MPC have been developed for power electronic
applications, of which finite control set model predictive control (FCS-MPC) is
among the most prominent [68; 60]. FCS-MPC handles the control task as an
online optimisation problem where the responses to the possible switch-state
options are predicted at every time step to effectively minimise the cost
function [69]. The strategy is often only applied over a prediction horison
length of one time step [68], but by using adequate optimisation techniques
predictions can easily be performed over longer horisons [46; 70].
Different state feedback approaches of online optimised FCS-MPC are
presented in [63] for a grid-tied three-phase two-level voltage-source converter
(VSC) with LCL-filter. Converter-side current feedback, multi-variable
control and direct line-side current control were compared. The approach
most favourable for reducing switching frequency and current distortion is
the line-side current control strategy in conjunction with long prediction
horisons, which is also more demanding computationally and challenging to
implement on control hardware, but can be managed by incorporating efficient
algorithms [63].
Another MPC-based strategy that developed alongside FCS-MPC is model
predictive direct torque control (MPDTC) as in [71; 72; 73; 74]. Its specific
application is MV induction machine (IM) drives. It also directly manipulates
the semi-conductor switches as with FCS-MPC. Model predictive direct
current control (MPDCC) is an extension of MPDTC which directly regulates
the stator currents of the IM [75; 76; 77].
In [61] a new MPDCC strategy is proposed for a MV neutral-point-clamped
grid-connected converter with LCL-filter to address both the challenges of filter
resonance damping and grid-voltage harmonic attenuation by means of the
virtual resistor (VR) approach. The control strategy is thus referred to as
MPDCC-VR. For filter resonance damping a resistor can be added in series
or parallel to the filter capacitor. However, instead of inserting an actual
passive damping resistor, a damping reference term is incorporated into the
converter-side current reference. The VR-based references are predicted at
each time step in conjunction with the state trajectories. Because the grid
voltage harmonics are not similar to that in the capacitor voltage, the related
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grid current harmonics can be attenuated by emulating a resistor in series
with the grid-side inductor [61]. The study in [61] provided good steady-state
performance even with grid-voltage distortion present. At the operating point
it is able to surpass the performance of multi-loop control with space vector
modulation [61].
A FCS-MPC strategy is presented by [14] that performs control on
the active and reactive power injected into the grid from a three-phase
three-level neutral-point-clamped (NPC) converter, as shown in Figure 2.11,
with LCL-filter over a prediction horison of one time step. The cost function is
formulated to include four control objectives. Firstly to provide the adequate
active and reactive power to the grid by performing fundamental current
tracking, secondly to reduce switching frequency, thirdly to maintain balance
between the DC-link capacitor voltages and lastly to avoid excitation of
the resonant frequencies of the LCL-filter [14]. These four objectives were
incorporated into the cost function,
J = λunbJunb + λswJsw + λi1Ji1 + λi2Ji2 ,
by summing the individual cost terms of each objective and assigning a
relevant weighting factor λ to each. The cost related to unbalanced DC-link
capacitor voltages, Junb, is incorporated by predicting the future voltages of
the DC-link capacitors and taking the square of their difference [14]. The
switching cost Jsw is calculated by squaring the number of commutations that
took place in the last fundamental period (20ms) [14]. The last two costs Ji1
and Ji2 are formulated around the performance of reference tracking and filter
resonance damping in both the converter current i1 and grid-side current i2.
The controller must try to avoid putting energy into the LCL-filter resonance
frequencies. The first resonance relates to the parallel impedance between the
grid-side inductor and the filter capacitor [14]. It can be expressed as
ω1 =
1√
CL2
.
Figure 2.11: System topology used by [14]. Amended from [14].
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The second resonance frequency is derived from the parallel connection
of converter current L1, filter capacitance C and grid-side inductance L2:
ω2 =
1√
C
L1L2
L1 + L2
.
For the converter current, high gain around ω1 is needed to incur a high cost
for harmonic components close to that frequency. Distortion generated from
the resonance in the converter current is penalised by means of a first-order
band-pass filter tuned around ω1 [14]. A stop-band filter is also needed at
the fundamental frequency ωf so that the controller prioritises placing energy
there [14]. The cost related to the performance of the converter current can
be expressed as
Ji1 = W1(i
2
1α + i
2
1β)
where a digital filter W1 performs the required filtering and the converter
current, i1 = [i1α i1β]T , is expressed in αβ-coordinates. For resonance
damping at ω2 a first-order pass-band filter is included in the cost Ji2 related
to the grid-side current behaviour. To improve the grid-side current tracking
a pass-band filter at the fundamental frequency is added to both the predicted
current i2(k+1) and the reference current i∗2. The cost related to the grid-side
current behaviour is expressed as follows:
Ji2 = (W2i2α(k + 1)−Wri∗2α)2 +
(
W2i2β(k + 1)−Wri∗2β
)2
.
Figure 2.12 shows the frequency response of the digital filters W1,W2
and Wr. The same digital filter is used for both i2 and W1, thus it can be seen
that the filter for i1 in Figure 2.13 has peaks at both ω1 and ω2 but low cost
at ωf . Comparing the harmonics of the converter-side and grid-side currents
to the corresponding filters applied to them as in Figures 2.13 and 2.14, it
is observed that the controller avoided injecting harmonics at the frequencies
associated with high cost.
The system in [14] was tested through MATLAB-Simulink simulations
in which a 3 kV grid voltage and a 6 MW three-level NPC converter were
considered. The THD of the NPC converter-side current was 13.49% and that
of the grid-side current 3.74%, indicating the functioning of the LCL-filter.
When the switching-cost weighting is set to λsw = 0, a switching frequency
of about 2.5 kHz is obtained. By applying the switching cost, the switching
frequency could be reduced to 1 kHz.
After reviewing the literature it is noted that it was a general occurrence
that MPC controllers were mostly implemented with short horisons, such as
only one time step long, in order to avoid an unmanageable computational
burden. The availability of efficient solving algorithms makes it possible
to simulate MPC controllers with long prediction horisons in order to draw
upon the performance gain. Grid-side current control using a FCS MPC with
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Figure 2.12: Frequency response of the digital filtersW1,W2 andWr. Amended
from [14].
Figure 2.13: Spectrum of the converter-side current i1 compared to its filter.
Amended from [14].
the long-horisons approach was found by [63] to be the most favourable for
reducing switching frequency and current distortion. An LCL-filter will be
used to remove harmonic content from the current injected into the grid.
This filter is preferred above the traditional series inductors as it offers better
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Figure 2.14: Spectrum of the grid-side current i2 compared to its filter.
Amended from [14].
harmonic attenuation. Passive damping will not be considered as the power
losses associated with it conflict with the efficiency aim of the MPC controller
to be designed in this study. This study will include not only the grid-side
current, but all the state variables in the controlled output vector to improve
stability. Along with the ability of the long prediction horison to anticipate the
reaction of the system to possible control sequences further into the future, the
system is able to better distribute the switching energy to reduce resonance.
2.7 Summary
A brief overview of the main themes addressed within this chapter is
provided in Figure 2.15. Background is given on power converters, predictive
control methods and the advantages, drawbacks and basic principles of
model predictive control (MPC). MPC provides a simplified way of handling
non-linear dynamics, multiple variables and their related constraints. When
applied over long horisons MPC can offer optimised control, but also brings
a larger computational challenge along with it. Optimised search strategies
such as the sphere decoder exist to solve the optimisation problem in a more
computationally efficient way.
There is little existing literature on current control for a grid-connected
converter with LCL-filter by means of finite control set MPC with long
horisons. It is proposed that all state variables be controlled and that the
grid voltage be incorporated into the state space model as an additional
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Figure 2.15: Brief overview of the thesis chapters.
input vector alongside the actuation-voltage vector. The aim with this study
is to investigate the suitability of such a system to ensure the quality of the
injected grid current, while also minimising power losses related to switching
frequency.
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Chapter 3
System and Controller Design
3.1 Introduction
A direct model predictive control (MPC) scheme is proposed for a
three-phase two-level grid-connected converter with LCL-filter. The controller
simultaneously controls the converter-side current, capacitor voltage and
grid-side current by means of reference tracking. As a direct MPC controller it
directly manipulates the switch-states of the converter. The control objectives
are to minimise tracking error and switching losses. The control scheme
is applied over long horisons and incorporates a sphere-decoding algorithm
to overcome the computational effort that results from horisons longer than
one. A mathematical model is derived and extends on previous work done by
incorporating the grid-voltage into the model.
3.2 System Topology
The three-phase system of the grid-connected converter with LCL-filter is
presented in Figure 3.1. The half-bridge converter has a DC-link voltage VD
that is assumed to stay constant. The semiconductor switches in each phase
are only allowed to have one of either the top or bottom switches closed at
a time, and are set directly by the controller. The LCL-filter consists of
converter-side and grid-side inductors, L1 and L2, with internal resistances R1
and R2 respectively, and the filter capacitors C and capacitor resistances Rc
that are connected in a star configuration. The LCL-filter filters the harmonics
caused by the converter before they are injected into the grid. It is assumed
that the amplitude and phase of the grid voltage remains constant for the
model.
29
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Figure 3.1: Three-phase grid-connected converter with LCL-filter.
3.3 Constraints
It is assumed that the switching components of the system are ideal. At any
given time instance, each phase leg of the system may only assume one of two
possible switch states contained in the finite control set:
ua, ub, uc ∈ {−1, 1}, (3.3.1)
where u = −1 represents closing the bottom switch and u = 1 closing the
top switch. The voltage supplied to the filter by the converter can thus be
expressed as vi = VD2 u, as in Figure 3.2.
3.4 Reference frames
Three-phase quantities can be transformed from the three-phase abc reference
frame ξabc = [ξa ξb ξc]T to the stationary orthogonal αβ reference frame
ξαβ = [ξα ξβ]
T by multiplication with the transformation matrix Kαβ [47]:
ξαβ = Kαβξabc
Kαβ =
2
3
[
1 −1
2
−1
2
0
√
3
2
−
√
3
2
]
In order to convert quantities from the αβ reference frame back to the
three-phase reference frame the following transformation can be used:
ξabc = Kabcξαβ
Kabc =
3
2
 23 0−1
3
√
3
3
−1
3
−
√
3
3

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3.5 State-space model
In order to capture the dynamics of the system, comprising of the converter,
filter and grid, a model thereof is needed. Figure 3.2 provides a simple look at
the filter as it is connected in the system by looking at its per-phase model.
Figure 3.2: Per-phase model of the LCL-filter.
It is most convenient to describe the state of the system with i1, i2 and vc as
the state variables. Kirchoff’s Voltage Law (KVL) is applied to the per-phase
model in Figure 3.2 to obtain the following equations in the continuous-time
domain:
0 = −u
(
VD
2
)
+ i1R1 + L1
(
di1
dt
)
+ (i1 − i2)Rc + vc
0 = −vc − (i1 − i2)Rc + i2R2 + L2
(
di2
dt
)
+ vg
i1 − i2 = C
(
dvc
dt
)
These equations are rewritten to expose the terms that make up the
state-space model:
di1
dt
= −
(
Rc +R1
L1
)
i1 +
(
Rc
L1
)
i2 −
(
1
L1
)
vc +
(
VD
2L1
)
u
di2
dt
=
(
Rc
L2
)
i1 −
(
Rc +R2
L2
)
i2 +
(
1
L2
)
vc −
(
1
L2
)
vg
dvc
dt
=
(
1
C
)
i1 −
(
1
C
)
i2
The state vector x(t) contains the converter-side current i1(t) =
[i1α i1β]
T , the grid-side current i2(t) = [i2α i2β]
T and the capacitor voltage
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vc(t) = [vcα vcβ]
T as the state variables in the stationary αβ reference frame:
x(t) = [i1α i1β i2α i2β vcα vcβ]
T
The controller provides the three-phase switch states that serve as an input
vector:
u(t) = [ua ub uc]
T
The grid voltage also serves as another input vector:
vg(t) = [vga vgb vgc ]
T
The continuous-time state-space model is derived from the KVL equations:
dx(t)
dt
= Fx(t) +Gu(t) + Pvg(t) (3.5.1)
y(t) = Cx(t),
where
F =

Rc+R1
−L1 0
Rc
L1
0 1−L1 0
0 Rc+R1−L1 0
Rc
L1
0 1−L1
Rc
L2
0 Rc+R2−L2 0
1
L2
0
0 Rc
L2
0 Rc+R2−L2 0
1
L2
1
C
0 1−C 0 0 0
0 1
C
0 1−C 0 0

G =

VD
2L1
0
0 VD
2L1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
Kαβ P =

0 0
0 0
1
−L2 0
0 1−L2
0 0
0 0
Kαβ
C =

λ1 0 0 0 0 0
0 λ1 0 0 0 0
0 0 λ2 0 0 0
0 0 0 λ2 0 0
0 0 0 0 λ3 0
0 0 0 0 0 λ3

In the state-space output equation, y(t) = Cx(t), the state variables
that need to be controlled are selected and assigned the constant weighting
factors contained in the C matrix. The weighting factors provide the option
of customised control priorities of the selected variables. In the output vector,
y = [ λ1i1αβ λ2i2αβ λ3vCαβ ]
T , all three of the state variables are controlled
simultaneously, as this improves the transient response, and stabilises control
over short horisons.
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This state-space model differs from those used in [46] as it contains an
additional term, Pvg(t), to incorporate the presence of the grid into the
model. Both the input vectors u and vg are in the abc reference frame and
are transformed to the αβ reference frame within the state space model by
multiplication with Kαβ included in the input matrices G and P .
The continuous-time model is discretised in order to obtain a discrete-time
model. Time is divided into fixed sampling intervals of length Ts, and k denotes
the current position in time such that t = kTs, k ∈ N. At each time instance k,
each phase leg of the system may only assume one of two possible switch states
contained in the finite control set ua, ub, uc ∈ {−1, 1} and u(t) = u(k) remains
constant during each interval. Du Hamel’s formula [78] is applied to integrate
the continuous-time state-space equations from t = kTs to t = (k + 1)Ts to
obtain the discrete-time representation:
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k) + Tvg(k) (3.5.2)
y(k) = Cx(k),
where
A = eFTs
B = −F−1(I−A)G
T = −F−1(I−A)P
The model is evaluated at each time instant k to determine the state x in the
next time-step k + 1 which is a result of the applied switch state u(k).
3.6 Cost function
The discrete-time state-space model predicts the outcome of the system output
y for each possible switch state input u(k). These outcomes are evaluated by
a cost function:
J =
k+N−1∑
`=k
||ye(`+ 1)||22 + λu ||∆u(`)||22 (3.6.1)
consisting of two control objectives. This cost function calculates the cost J
associated with a certain choice of switching sequence and is also generally
known as the objective function. The cost always has a non-negative scalar
value. The first part of the cost function implements the objective to minimise
the tracking error, ye(` + 1) = y∗(` + 1) − y(` + 1), by penalising deviation
of the predicted outcomes y from their references y∗. All three of the state
variables i1, i2 and vc are being controlled. The reference for the grid-side
current i2 is known, but the references for the other variables are calculated
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Figure 3.3: Per-phase model of the LCL-filter.
by deriving their phasors from the grid-side current reference:
V˜x = V˜g + I˜2,ref (R2 + sL2)
V˜c =
V˜x
1 + sCRc
I˜1 = I˜2,ref +
V˜c
sC
,
where s = jω, ω = 2pif and vx is indicated in the per-phase model in
Figure 3.3. The phasor magnitudes serve as the reference amplitudes:
Ic,ref = |I˜1|
Vc,ref = |V˜c|,
and the phasor angles provide the reference angles relative to the phase of the
grid-side current reference:
φ1 = ∠I˜1
φc = ∠V˜c
The reference signals for the controlled variables can be expressed as:
i1,ref (t) = I1,ref sin(2pift+ φ1)
i2,ref (t) = I2,ref sin(2pift)
vc,ref (t) = Vc,ref sin(2pift+ φc)
In the cost function, J =
∑k+N−1
`=k ||ye(`+ 1)||22 + λu ||∆u(`)||22, the second
part represents the objective to lower switching losses by minimising the
switching frequency. The switching effort is defined as ∆u(`) = u(`)−u(`−1),
such that each change in switch-state will result in increased cost. The cost
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function penalises the tracking error and switching effort by adding the squared
Euclidean norm of each vector:
||∆u(`)||2 =
√
∆u2a(`) + ∆u
2
b(`) + ∆u
2
c(`)
A non-negative scalar weighting factor λu is applied to control the trade-off
between the two control objectives. The length of the prediction horison N
represents the finite number of discrete time steps into the future over which
the outcomes are predicted and evaluated by the cost function [46].
3.7 Optimisation approach
At the current discrete position in time, k, the output reference tracking and
switching effort is evaluated by the cost function for N steps into the future,
in other words from time step k + 1 to k + N . The switching sequence
that has to be determined for the finite number of horisons into the future
is contained in U(k) and must be compiled in such a way that it minimises
the cost function. Y (k) represents the predicted output sequence, as a result
of a candidate switching sequence. The reference for the output sequence
is denoted as Y ∗(k). Figure 3.4 offers a simple example of how the output
sequence tracks its reference as the switch state is manipulated.
U (k) =

u(k)
u(k + 1)
...
u(k +N − 1)
 Y (k) =

y(k + 1)
y(k + 2)
...
y(k +N)
 .
The optimisation problem can be expressed as:
Uopt(k) = arg min
U(k)
J
where the optimal switching sequence Uopt(k) is obtained by selecting the
candidate solution sequence U(k), which results in the minimum cost. The
cost function is dependent on the current state x(k) of the system, the
previously chosen and applied switch state u(k − 1), the reference Y ∗(k) for
the output sequence Y (k) and finally a candidate switching sequence U(k)
requiring cost evaluation.
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(a) Reference and predicted output
(b) Switching sequence
Figure 3.4: Reference tracking and evolution of the output y as a function of
the input switching sequence for a horison of N = 2. Amended from [12].
The state equation is applied successively over the prediction horison:
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k) + Tvg(k)
x(k + 2) = Ax(k + 1) +Bu(k + 1) + Tvg(k + 1)
= A2x(k) +ABu(k) +ATvg(k) +Bu(k + 1) + Tvg(k + 1)
x(k + 3) = A3x(k) +A2Bu(k) +ABu(k + 1) +B(u(k + 2))
+A2Tvg(k) +ATvg(k + 1) + T (vg(k + 2))
...
x(k +N) = ANx(k) +AN−1Bu(k) + · · ·+A0u(k +N − 1)
+AN−1Tvg(k) +AN−2Tvg(k + 1) + · · ·+A0vg(k +N − 1)
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From this the general expression for the state of the system is deduced:
x(k +m) = Amx(k) +
m−1∑
`=0
Am−1−`Bu(k + `)
+
m−1∑
`=0
Am−1−`Tvg(k + `),
therefore y(k +m) = Cx(k +m)
= CAmx(k) +
m−1∑
`=0
CAm−1−`Bu(k + `)
+
m−1∑
`=0
CAm−1−`Tvg(k + `)
for m = 1, . . . , N .
The output sequence Y (k) = [y(k + 1) . . . y(k +N)]T is rewritten in matrix
notation as:
Y (k) = Γx(k) + ΥU (k) + ΨVg(k),
ΨVg(k) being an extension with regards to the equation from [46], where:
Γ =
[
CA CA2 CA3 . . . CAN
]T
,
Υ =

CB 0 · · · 0
CAB CB · · · 0
...
...
...
CAN−1B CAN−2B · · · CB

and therefore Ψ can be derived in a similar manner as:
Ψ =

CT 0 · · · 0
CAT CT · · · 0
...
...
...
CAN−1T CAN−2T · · · CT
 .
Each of the zero matrices have the same number of rows as the C matrix and
columns as the B matrix. Incorporating this dynamic evolution of the model
into the cost function produces:
J = ‖Γx(k) + ΥU (k) + ΨVg(k)− Y ?(k)‖22 + λu ‖SU(k)−Eu(k − 1)‖22 ,
where the first part penalises reference tracking error and the second part
the switching frequency. This cost function is then sectioned into these two
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parts, JA and JB, to make the matrix multiplication and simplification more
manageable:
J = ‖Γx(k) + ΥU (k) + ΨVg(k)− Y ?(k)‖22 + λu ‖SU(k)−Eu(k − 1)‖22
= JA + JB,
JA = ‖Γx(k) + ΥU (k) + ΨVg(k)− Y ?(k)‖22
= [Γx(k) + ΥU (k) + ΨVg(k)− Y ?(k)]T [Γx(k) + ΥU (k) + ΨVg(k)− Y ?(k)]
= [Γx(k) + ΥU (k)− Y ?(k)]T [Γx(k) + ΥU(k)− Y ?(k)]
+ [Γx(k) + ΥU (k)− Y ?(k)]T ΨVg(k)
+ [ΨVg(k)]
T [Γx(k) + ΥU(k)− Y ?(k)] + [ΨVg(k)]T [ΨVg(k)]
=
{
[Γx(k)− Y ?(k)]T [Γx(k)− Y ?(k)] + [Γx(k)− Y ?(k)]T ΥU (k)
+ [ΥU (k)]T [Γx(k)− Y ?(k)] + [ΥU (k)]T [ΥU(k)]
}
+2 [Γx(k) + ΥU(k)− Y ?(k)]T ΨVg(k) + Vg(k)T
[
ΨTΨ
]
Vg(k)
=
{
‖Γx(k)− Y ?(k)‖22 + 2 [Γx(k)− Y ?(k)]T ΥU (k) +U(k)T
[
ΥTΥ
]
U(k)
}
+2 [Γx(k) + ΥU(k)− Y ?(k)]T ΨVg(k) + ‖ΨVg(k)‖22
JB = λu ‖SU(k)−Eu(k − 1)‖22
= λu [SU(k)−Eu(k − 1)]T [SU(k)−Eu(k − 1)]
= λu
{
[SU(k)]T SU(k)− [SU(k)]T Eu(k − 1)
− [Eu(k − 1)]T SU(k)− [Eu(k − 1)]T Eu(k − 1)
}
= λu
{
− [SU(k)]T Eu(k − 1)− [Eu(k − 1)]T SU(k)
}
+U(k)T
{
λuS
TS
}
U(k)
= λu ‖Eu(k − 1)‖22 − 2λu
{
[Eu(k − 1)]T SU(k)
}
+U(k)T
{
λuS
TS
}
U (k),
J = JA + JB
= ‖Γx(k)− Y ?(k)‖22 + ‖ΨVg(k)‖22 + λu ‖Eu(k − 1)‖22
+2 [Γx(k)− Y ?(k)]T ΥU (k) + 2 [Γx(k) + ΥU (k)− Y ?(k)]T ΨVg(k)
−2λu
{
[Eu(k − 1)]T SU(k)
}
+U(k)T
{
ΥTΥ + λuS
TS
}
U (k)
= ‖Γx(k)− Y ?(k)‖22 + ‖ΨVg(k)‖22 + λu ‖Eu(k − 1)‖22 + 2 [Γx(k)− Y ?(k)]T ΨVg(k)
+2 [Γx(k)− Y ?(k)]T ΥU (k) + 2 [ΥU (k)]T ΨVg(k)− 2λu
{
[Eu(k − 1)]T SU(k)
}
+U(k)T
{
ΥTΥ + λuS
TS
}
U(k), (3.7.1)
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where
S =

I3 03×3 · · · 03×3
−I3 I3 · · · 03×3
03×3 −I3 · · · 03×3
...
...
...
03×3 03×3 · · · I3
 and E =

I3
03×3
03×3
...
03×3
 .
The matrices S andE consist of zero and identity matrices dimensioned 3-by-3
in accordance to the three phases of the system. More detail can be obtained
in [46]. The eight terms in equation (3.7.1) are all added together to produce
the cost J , which is a constant. Each of these terms are therefore also constants
and can be seen as 1-by-1 matrices. A 1-by-1 matrix is a special case for
which the following is permitted: (JL)T = LTJT . Therefore the sixth term in
equation (3.7.1) can be manipulated as follows:
2 [ΥU (k)]T ΨVg(k) = 2
{
[ΥU (k)]T [ΨVg(k)]
}T
= 2 [ΨVg(k)]
T [ΥU (k)]
= 2V Tg (k)Ψ
TΥU (k)
From (3.7.1) the cost function can be written in the more compact form:
J = θ(k) + 2ΘT (k)U (k) +UT (k)QU (k)
= θ(k) + 2ΘT (k)U (k) + ‖U(k)‖2Q ,
where
θ(k) = ‖Γx(k)− Y ?(k)‖22 + ‖ΨVg(k)‖22
+λu ‖Eu(k − 1)‖22 + 2 [Γx(k)− Y ?(k)]T ΨVg(k),
Θ(k) = {[Γx(k)− Y ?(k)]T Υ + V Tg (k)ΨTΥ
−λu [Eu(k − 1)]T S}T ,
Q = ΥTΥ + λuS
TS,
and Q is symmetric and positive definite. Hereby a vector ξ weighted with
the matrix Q is given by ‖ξ‖2Q = ξTQξ. Only the first two variables of the
new cost function, namely θ(k) and Θ(k) change due to the inclusion of the
grid voltage as an input vector Vg in the model, while Q remains the same as
in [46]. The second term 2ΘT (k)U (k) of the new cost function is also a 1-by-1
vector, therefore
2ΘT (k)U (k) = 2
[
ΘT (k)U(k)
]T
= 2UT (k)Θ(k)
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By considering this, the following algebraic manipulation and grouping can
further be performed on the cost function:
J = ‖U (k)‖2Q + 2ΘT (k)U(k) + θ(k)
= UT (k)QU (k) +
[
ΘT (k)U (k) +UT (k)Θ(k)
]
+
[
ΘT (k)Q−TΘ(k)−ΘT (k)Q−TΘ(k)]+ θ(k)
= [UT (k)QU(k) +UT (k)QQ−1Θ(k) + ΘT (k)Q−TQU (k)
+ΘT (k)Q−TQQ−1Θ(k)]−ΘT (k)Q−TΘ(k) + θ(k)
=
[
U(k) +Q−1Θ(k)
]T
Q
[
U(k) +Q−1Θ(k)
] −ΘT (k)Q−TΘ(k) + θ(k)
=
[
U(k) +Q−1Θ(k)
]T
Q
[
U(k) +Q−1Θ(k)
]
+ const(k)
The constant term, consisting ofQ, Θ(k) and θ(k), is dependent on the current
state x(k), switch state u(k − 1), reference Y ∗ and grid voltage Vg which are
known values that remain constant during the search. The constant term is
not dependent on U , which changes as each of the available solution sequences
are investigated for optimality. For these reasons the constant term may be
omitted from the minimisation problem. The rest of the cost function is
however a function of the variable U , this is the part that needs minimisation.
Q is a positive semidefinite matrix as zTQ z > 0 for all z ∈ R. The
transformation matrix H is a lower triangular matrix obtained by taking the
Cholesky decomposition of Q−1, as:
HTH = Q where H =
 h11 0 0h21 h22 0
h31 h32 h33
 . (3.7.2)
H remains the same after the inclusion of the grid voltage because Q remains
unchanged with regards to [46]. The unconstrained optimum Uunc is the
optimal solution sequence obtained by removing the integer constraints of the
switch state u as set out in equation (3.3.1) and is calculated as follows [46]:
Uunc(k) = −Q−1Θ(k).
Due to a changed Θ(k), the unconstrained optimum Uunc differs from that in
[46] due to the influence of the grid. In the cost function Q and Q−1Θ(k) are
now replaced by HTH and Uunc respectively:
J = [U (k)−Uunc(k)]T HTH [U(k)−Uunc(k)] + const(k)
= [H (U(k)−Uunc(k))]T [HU (k)−HUunc(k)] + const(k)
=
[
HU (k)− U¯unc(k)
]T [
HU (k)− U¯unc(k)
]
+ const(k).
The optimal switching sequence is identified by searching for the sequence
that results in the minimum cost J as in equation (3.6.1). This problem is
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now reformulated into an integer least-squares (ILS) problem in vector form
with U as the optimisation variable:
Uopt(k) = arg min
U(k)
∥∥HU (k)− U¯unc(k)∥∥22 , (3.7.3)
U¯unc is obtained by multiplying the unconstrained solution with the
transformation matrix H :
U¯unc(k) = HUunc(k). (3.7.4)
To illustrate the influence of the H matrix, an example is presented in
Figure 3.5 of a three-phase system over a horison of N = 1. Each axis in
the orthogonal coordinate system represents the switch state of one phase-leg.
The dashed line cube represents the orthogonal solution space and the points
on its vertices, all candidate sequences. The orthogonal coordinate system is
transformed by multiplication with the transformation matrix H and delivers
a scaled and skewed solution space, indicated by the small solid line cube in
Figure 3.5. An exhaustive search has to be performed by evaluating every point
HU with equation (3.7.3) to identify the solution with the shortest euclidean
distance from the transformed unconstrained solution U¯unc [12].
Figure 3.5: Visualisation of the optimisation problem for a three-phase system
with a horison of N = 1 in an orthogonal coordinate system (dashed blue line)
and how it compares with the transformed problem (solid green line).
In a system with p phases (or legs) each with s possible switch positions,
the number of possible switching states u(k) can be expressed as sp. The
number of candidate switching sequences U(k) that exist over a horisons of
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N time steps are spN . For this three-phase system with two possible switch
positions per phase, there are 23N candidate sequences. Traditionally, in the
search for an optimal sequence within the set of all candidate sequences, each
one of these sequences are evaluated by the cost function to find the least costly
one. This approach is only feasible for short horisons because as N increases
the number of candidate solutions increases exponentially. In the case of long
horisons a sphere decoding algorithm can optimise the search process.
3.8 Sphere Decoding
The aim of sphere decoding is to exclude as many sub-optimal solutions as
possible from the search by only evaluating solution points within the radius
ρ of a sphere centred around the transformed unconstrained optimum U¯unc.
ρ(k) ≥ ∥∥U¯unc(k)−HU (k)∥∥2
BecauseH is a lower triangular matrix, the equation for the sphere radius can
be rewritten as follows [12]:
ρ2(k) ≥ (u¯unc,1(k)− h11u1(k))2 (3.8.1)
+ (u¯unc,2(k)− h21u1(k)− h22u2(k))2
+ (u¯unc,3(k)− h31u1(k)− h32u2(k)− h33u3(k))2
+...
where hij represents the (i, j)th element in the transformation matrix H as
in Equation 3.7.2, and u¯unc,i(k) and ui(k) represent the ith elements in the
vectors U¯unc(k) and U(k). Hereby the radius calculation can be simplified
into one-dimensional parts that can be solved sequentially. These parts can be
associated with the dimensions in the solution space illustrated in Figure 2.9 or
with the levels in the solution-search tree provided in Figure 2.8. This search
tree is based on the branch-and-bound principle: branching entails exploring
the possible switching sequences available, while bounding limits the search to
sequences that fall within the sphere.
It is important to choose the initial radius in such a way that it is small
enough to eliminate as many candidate switching sequences as possible, yet
large enough to avoid having an empty solution due to all solutions falling
outside of the sphere. The initial radius is calculated with an initial estimate
Uini(k) of a possible optimum solution:
ρini(k) =
∥∥U¯unc(k)−HUini(k)∥∥2 .
The initial solution estimate is determined by component-wise rounding
(represented by the floor and ceiling rounding indicators b and e) of the
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unconstrained solution to the nearest finite control set values of 1 or −1. This
is known as the Babai estimate [79]:
Uini(k) = bUunc(k)e.
In Figure 3.6, viewing the solution space in Figure 3.5 from above,
an example is given of how the sphere is applied. The unconstrained
optimum Uunc of the orthogonal solution space is an equal distance away from
two possible solution points, [1 1 1]T and [1−1 1]T . The optimal solution cannot
be declared before the transformation by applying H has been performed as
in (3.7.4). In the transformed solution space it is observed that the one solution
point falls outside of the sphere before the other, therefore exposing the true
optimal solution Uopt [12].
The sphere decoder is a recursive function and for a three-phase system it
will enter 3N recursive levels. The structure of the function is provided in the
sphere decoding algorithm, adapted from [12]:
function Uopt, ρ2 = SphDec(U , d2, i, ρ2, U¯unc)
for each u ∈ {−1, 1} do
Ui = u
d
′2 =
∥∥U¯i,unc −Hi,1:iU1:i∥∥22 + d2
if d′2 ≤ ρ2 then
if i < 3N then
U
′
opt, ρ
′2 = SphDec(U , d′2, i+ 1, ρ2, U¯unc)
Uopt = U
′
opt
ρ2 = ρ
′2
else
Uopt= U
ρ2= d′2
end if
end if
end for end function
U is compiled one component at a time evaluating the switch-state options
from the set u ∈ {−1, 1} for each phase leg. As the sphere decoder advances
from one level to the next, the distance of the possible solutions from its centre
is calculated according to the simplified one-dimensional problem provided in
Equation 3.8.1. The triangular H matrix makes it possible to determine the
squared distances d′2 component-by-component by adding to the summed total
d2 of the preceding levels. If the particular squared Euclidean distance d′2 is
smaller than the current squared radius ρ2 of the sphere, the decoder proceeds
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to the next switch component Ui+1 in U . When the decoder reaches the last
component U3N , a complete candidate solution sequence U is obtained, and if
its distance is less than that of the current optimum from the sphere centre,
the radius is updated to this distance and the value of U is stored as the new
optimum Uopt.
Figure 3.6: Top view of Figure 3.5 showing the ab-plane to gain perspective
on the sphere and the points which lie closest to its centre.
3.9 Summary
In Figure 3.7 the main themes of this chapter are briefly listed. Within the
chapter a current controller design for a three-phase grid-connected converter
with LCL-filter is provided. Finite control set (FCS) model predictive control
(MPC) is used to manipulate the semiconductor switches in the converter
directly in order to perform control in the system. The dynamics of the
switches are incorporated as an integer constraint. A state-space model was
derived to capture the dynamics of the system and calculate its response to
the switching actions included as an input vector. The output vector includes
all state variables for control. The grid voltage was incorporated into the
model as an additional input vector along-side the switching vector. Therefore
the optimisation approach, used to transform the cost-function minimisation
problem towards the integer least-squares (ILS) problem, had to be reworked
to consider this additional element, hereby extending on the work done in [46].
The cost function consisting of two control objectives, namely minimising
tracking-error and switching losses, was compiled for the means of evaluating
the future impact and optimality of possible switching sequences. A sphere
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decoding algorithm was incorporated as an efficient way of solving the ILS
problem for long horisons.
Figure 3.7: Brief overview of the thesis chapters.
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Chapter 4
Implementation and Results
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the current control strategy developed in Chapter 3 is evaluated
in terms of its applicability to grid-tied converters by comparing the following
approaches through simulation:
• model predictive control (MPC) with a short prediction horison of one
time step,
• model predictive control with a long prediction horison of twelve time
steps,
• open-loop pulse width modulation (PWM), a general technology that is
used with grid-connecting power converters [18], and
• naturally-sampled space vector modulation (SVM), a variation of PWM.
Firstly the simulation design provides an explanation on how these control
scenarios are implemented in simulation to allow for their evaluation.
Thereafter the results produced by the simulation are presented and discussed.
Finally the conclusion provides a summary of the findings.
4.2 Simulation design
4.2.1 Model predictive control
A MATLAB script was written to simulate the controller that is discussed in
Chapter 3. In Figure 4.1 a flow diagramme is presented which explains the
logic processes within the written MATLAB script. The first task is to initialise
the system parameters such as the filter’s component values, and provide the
state-space matrices that describe the system behaviour. These are then used
to build the integer quadratic formulation matrices Γ,Υ,Ψ,S and E. The
46
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Figure 4.1: Main function flow diagram of the direct MPC simulation script.
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phase and amplitude for the i1 and vc references are determined from phasor
calculations using the known grid-current reference.
A loop is used to count down each simulation step that is performed.
During each time step the optimisation approach and sphere decoder is applied
to select the optimal switching sequence and apply its first state before the
next re-evaluation. The future state of the system x(k+1) calculated with the
state space equation x(k+1) = Ax(k)+Bu(k)+Tvg(k) as in Equation 3.5.2,
it then becomes the current state. The future reference values contained in
Y ∗(k) for i1, i2 and vc are prepared for the N time steps of the horison. The
grid-voltage vector Vg(k) is also filled with its N future values. Thereafter
Θ(k),Q, the unconstrained solution Uunc(k), the transformation matrix H
and the transformed unconstrained solutionUunc(k) are calculated accordingly.
The initial solution estimate Uunc(k) is obtained when the unconstrained
solution is rounded component-wise. The initial radius ρini(k) is the Euclidean
distance between the transformed initial solution estimate and the transformed
unconstrained solution. Uunc(k) and ρini(k) is then supplied to the sphere
decoding function to perform an efficient search for the optimal solution. The
sphere decoding function then returns the optimal solution sequence Uopt(k)
to the main function. Only the first element of the sequence is applied as the
switch state to the state-space model. This process continues until the end of
the simulation is reached.
4.2.2 System parameters
The system is specified to have a constant DC-link voltage of VD= 1000 V
and a grid-side current reference with an amplitude of 20 A and phase of zero
degrees with respect to the grid voltage. The fundamental frequency is 50 Hz
and the grid voltage is assumed to be constant with a 230
√
2 V amplitude. The
filter parameters are provided in Table 4.1. The constants in the C matrix of
the state-space model from Equation 3.5.1 are assigned the following control
weightings: k1 = k2 = 1 for the inductor currents and k3 = 0.1 for control of
Table 4.1: System parameters
Parameter Value
DC voltage VD 1000 V
Grid-voltage amplitude Vg 230
√
2 V
Reference-current amplitude I∗2 20 A
Converter-side inductor L1 20 mH
Grid-side inductor L2 1.6 mH
Internal resistances R1 = R2 0.1 Ω
Filter capacitor C 65.25 µF
Capacitor resistance Rc 5 Ω
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the capacitor voltage. For the discussions that follow on the sample output,
dynamic response and the spectrum, a long-horison approach with N = 12
is used to demonstrate the functioning of the simulation and the developed
model for the controller. The weighting factor in the cost function is set to
λu = 2 to obtain a switching frequency of fsw = 1.2 kHz at a sampling period
of Ts = 40µs.
4.2.3 Weighting factor adjustment
The weighting factor λu determines the trade-off between the two control
objectives in the cost function (Equation 3.6.1) namely minimisation of
tracking error and switching frequency. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the influence
of λu on each of the two objectives respectively for a single-phase long-horison
(N = 12) scenario. The weighting factor is applied as a penalty on the
switching term in the cost function, and can be adjusted in order to obtain
a specific average switching frequency. Because the controller searches for a
new optimal sequence at every sampling instant k, the switching is variable
throughout the simulation, not having a fixed sequence or switching frequency.
The switching frequency is therefore calculated as an average by dividing half
of the total switch changes throughout the steady-state of the simulation,
through the total elapsed time in steady-state.
It can be seen that when the value of λu is increased to the extent that the
switching frequency tends toward zero, the tracking error greatly increases, as
Figure 4.2: An example of how adjustment of the weighting factor can influence
the current-tracking error for a single-phase controller with a long horison of
N = 12.
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Figure 4.3: An example of how switching frequency changes with the
adjustment of the weighting factor for a single-phase controller with a long
horison of N = 12.
the controller becomes more and more restricted to change the switch state in
order to bring a correction to the signal to follow its reference. At very small
values of λu, the penalty on the switching term becomes so small it tends
to zero, therefore providing freedom to the controller to prioritise tracking
accuracy, thus minimising the tracking error.
4.2.4 Sphere decoding
The sphere decoder algorithm within Section 3.8 is a recursive function
and for a three-phase system it will enter 3N recursive levels. Figure 4.4
demonstrates the computational efficiency that the sphere decoding algorithm
offers by counting the number of floating point operations (FLOPS) that are
performed during the execution of the solution search. Addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division and a square root is each counted as one FLOP. An
exhaustive search was done by modifying the sphere decoding function in such
a way that it does not prune sub-optimal solution branches and explores the
whole search tree. This differs from the traditional approach of performing
an exhaustive search by reaching the possible solutions through a systematic
exploration of the search tree which offers simplified adaptability of the horison
length. Figure 4.4 presents the FLOPS per solution search on a log scale
according to horison length for both an exhaustive search and an optimised
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Figure 4.4: FLOPS executed during an exhaustive search, and during an
optimised search using sphere decoding.
search completed by the sphere decoder. The FLOPS are counted for each
time step of the first fundamental period from t = 0s to t = 0.02s and then
averaged. It can be seen that an exhaustive search becomes computationally
overwhelming [12] at a horison length of aboutN = 8, but it indicates a definite
trend for what can be expected from the longer horisons. Both the exhaustive
and sphere decoding methods display exponential growth as the horison length
increases. The sphere decoding algorithm provides a very significant reduction
in computational effort and is able to allow predictions of up to fifteen time
steps long.
4.2.5 Disregarding the grid
The MPC strategy developed incorporates the grid voltage in the optimisation
approach building on previous work done [46]. To determine the performance
of a controller that does not consider the grid voltage, the grid voltage vector
Vg = [vg(k) vg(k+ 1) . . . vg(k+N − 1)] is set to zero for the solution search.
When calculating the outcome of the state variables as a result of the selected
switching action, the grid-voltage is given its true value to determine the effect
in a grid-connected scenario. Figure 4.5 provides the resulting grid-side current
waveform i2a and the reference signal i∗2a. It is seen that the controller is unable
to provide accurate current tracking with the amplitude of i2a about a quarter
of that of its reference.
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Figure 4.5: Resulting grid-side current and reference for a controller that
disregards the grid-voltage in the optimisation approach.
4.2.6 Sample output
Figure 4.6 provides the steady-state grid-side current i2 against its reference
i∗2 in all three phases. It can be seen how the values of i2 vary around the
corresponding references as a result of the switching ripple. This variation
coincides with the changing switch states. It can be seen that the waveforms
are not identical. The switch state in a specific phase leg does have an influence
on the future states of the system across all phases. During the selection
of an optimal control sequence, the switching sequence within each phase
may differ in any way, as long as the resulting three-phase waveforms are
collectively most optimal according to the weighted objectives within the cost
function. Therefore the selected three-phase switching sequence must minimise
the cost J by providing the best trade-off between the number of switching
and reference-tracking error combined.
Figure 4.7 shows the two a-phase inductor currents i1a and i2a with their
references. A phase difference which is introduced by the filter capacitance
[47] is observed between the two inductor currents. The converter-side current
i1 is a result of large ripple. After this ripple current passes through the filter
capacitor, the ripple in the grid-side current i2 is greatly reduced compared
to that in i1. The a-phase capacitor voltage and its reference are provided in
Figure 4.8. The capacitor voltage is very smooth and follows its reference very
well without noticeable ripple.
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Figure 4.6: Steady-state three-phase output currents and references using a
long horison of N = 12.
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Figure 4.7: Inductor currents and references in the a-phase during steady-state
operation with a long horison of N = 12.
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Figure 4.8: Capacitor voltage and its reference in the a-phase during
steady-state operation with a long horison of N = 12.
4.2.7 Dynamic response of MPC model
The transient response of the developed and implemented MPC model is
validated by applying a step in amplitude to the grid-current reference. The
response of the system to this step is observed in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 for
the short-horison (N = 1) and long-horison (N = 12) approach respectively.
This step in the reference is simulated in such a way that the controller
is able to anticipate it, and is tested to show the dynamic response of the
MPC controller in general. Both short-horison and long-horison approaches
show fast and smooth transient responses, with little overshoot present
after the abrupt step in amplitude. It is observed that the long-horison
controller anticipated the step and made early adjustments before the step
was encountered. From the moment the new amplitude was enforced, the
controller was able to adjust the grid-current amplitude to the desired level
in 0.001 seconds, the duration of 25 sampling periods equivalent to 1.2 times
an averaged switching period. The short-horison controller only responded
optimally a while after the occurrence of the step was encountered, fully
adjusting within 0.0017 seconds, leaving it at a disadvantage with regards
to response time.
Figure 4.11 shows the transient response when the controller does
not anticipate an approaching step in the future. The increase
in amplitude is only implemented in the reference output sequence
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Figure 4.9: Response of inductor currents to a step in the reference amplitude
using a short horison of N = 1.
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Figure 4.10: Response of inductor currents to a step in the reference amplitude
using a long horison of N = 12.
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Figure 4.11: Response of inductor currents to an unanticipated step in the
reference amplitude using a long horison of N = 12.
Y ∗(k) = [y∗(k + 1) . . . y∗(k +N)]T once the step reaches time step k.
The long-horison controller has minimal overshoot and is also able to adjust
quickly within 0.001 seconds, but is not able to minimise the tracking error as
effectively as an anticipated step where the controller implements adjustments
before the step is reached.
4.3 Spectral analysis of MPC
Figure 4.12 provides the resulting spectrum I2(f) in decibels (dB) for a
long-horison approach with N=12, fsw=1.2 kHz and Ts=40µs calculated
from the grid-side current’s values between 250 and 350 simulated periodic
50 Hz cycles using a rectangular window. Model predictive control spreads
the spectral content by transferring some of the switching energy into noise
instead of harmonics. For this reason the spectrum is divided up into 50 Hz
frequency bands which serve as bins within which all energy is summed to
produce the discrete harmonics that take into account all energy, including
that dispersed as noise. The resulting harmonics of I2(f) and I1(f), at
multiples of the fundamental 50 Hz frequency, are provided in Figure 4.13 and
Figure 4.14 respectively. The first harmonic is at the fundamental frequency
f1 and represents the amplitude of the sinusoidal grid-side current i2 and
converter-side current i1. The harmonics that follow represent the distortion
in the signals.
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Figure 4.12: Output-current spectrum of the a-phase.
Figure 4.13: Output-current spectrum of the a-phase with discrete harmonics.
The total harmonic distortion (THD) of the grid-side current is calculated
by taking the square root of the sum of squared harmonic amplitudes excluding
the fundamental component I2(1), then dividing that square root by I2(1) [16;
80]. The overall THD for the three phases was determined by summing the
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Figure 4.14: Converter-current spectrum of the a-phase with discrete
harmonics.
THD’s of the individual phases and taking their mean [12].
THD =
 1
I2(1)
√√√√ ∞∑
n=2
∣∣I2(n)∣∣2
× 100%
4.3.1 Pulse width modulation
The direct MPC current-control model developed during this study is
compared to the performance of an open-loop, naturally sampled PWM control
scheme. Pulse width modulation (PWM) is studied extensively as a classic
method for current control. The comparator of a pulse width modulator
generates a pulsed signal by comparing a sinusoidal reference voltage to a
triangular carrier signal. This pulsed signal drives the semiconductor switches
and has a fundamental component that is proportional to the reference
signal [10]. To implement the PWM controller and obtain its resulting
grid-current spectrum, the amplitude and phase of the reference signal has to
be determined. Firstly the impedances in the system, provided in Figure 4.15,
are grouped as follows:
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Z˜1 = R1 + sL1
Z˜2 = R2 + sL2
Z˜c = Rc +
1
sC
,
where s = jω and ω = 2pif. Kirchoff’s voltage law is applied to the circuit
in order to obtain the transfer function H(s) = I2(s)
Vi(s)
:
0 = −V˜i + Z˜1I˜1 + V˜x
= −V˜i + Z˜1
(
V˜x
Z˜2||Z˜c
)
+ V˜x
= −V˜i + V˜x
(
1 +
Z˜1
Z˜2||Z˜c
)
V˜i = (Z˜2I˜2)
(
Z˜2||Z˜c + Z˜1
Z˜2||Z˜c
)
I˜2(s)
V˜i(s)
=
Z˜2||Z˜c
Z˜2(Z˜2||Z˜c + Z˜1)
,
For the principle of superposition the grid voltage is set to zero for
the derivation of the transfer function. At the fundamental frequency
V˜g = 230
√
2∠0° and I˜2 = 20
√
2∠0°:
V˜x = V˜g + Z˜2I˜2 (4.3.1)
I˜x =
V˜x
Z˜c
=
V˜g + Z˜2I˜2
Z˜c
(4.3.2)
V˜i = V˜x + Z˜1(I˜x + I˜2) (4.3.3)
Figure 4.15: Per-phase model of the LCL-filter.
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Substitute (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) into (4.3.3) to give:
V˜i = (V˜g + Z˜2I˜2) + Z˜1
(
V˜g + Z˜2I˜2
Z˜c
+ I˜2
)
The amplitude modulation index can then be expressed as:
ma =
|V˜i|
VD
2
and the modulation angle as φ = ∠V˜i which will serve as the angle of the
PWM reference. The grid current can be derived as follows:
V˜i = Z˜1I˜1 + (Z˜2I˜2 + V˜g)
= (Z˜2I˜2 + V˜g)
[
Z˜1
Z˜2||Z˜c
]
+ (Z˜2I˜2 + V˜g)
I˜2 =
V˜g
[
Z˜1
Z˜2||Z˜c + 1
]
− V˜i
−Z˜2
[
Z˜1
Z˜2||Z˜c + 1
] (4.3.4)
For the first case V˜g = 0 and V˜i = jma VD2 e
jφ are substituted into (4.3.4) to
give I˜2A. To calculate I˜2B, V˜g = 230V and V˜i = 0 is substituted. The two
grid currents that result from each individual voltage source’s effect is summed
as phasors to give the total grid current at 50 Hz:
I2 = |I˜2A + I˜2B|
to obtain the amplitudes of the grid-side current’s harmonics at the frequencies
mfsw + nf1:
I2(s) =
∣∣∣∣Vi(s)(I2( s)Vi(s)
)∣∣∣∣ .
The Fourier series expansion of the output voltage from the inverter can be
expressed as follows [15]:
vi(t) =
1
2
A00 +
∞∑
n=1
[A0n cos(nω1t) +B0n sin(nω1t)]
+
∞∑
m=1
[Am0 cos(mωst) +Bm0 sin(mωst)]
+
∞∑
m=1
±∞∑
n=±1
[Amn cos(mωst+ nω1t) +Bmn sin(mωst+ nω1t)] ,
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Figure 4.16: Output current spectrum of the a-phase (PWM).
where ω1 = 2pif1, ωs = 2pifsw and m represents the integer multiples of the
switching frequency around which the harmonics are grouped in fundamental
frequency multiples represented by n. The frequency at which the harmonic
is located is mfsw + nf1 and its amplitude is |Amn + jBmn| where [15]:
Amn + jBmn =
VD
jmpi
Jn
(mpima
2
)
ejnpi
(
1− (−1)nejmpi)
More detail on the Bessel function Jn(x) is provided in Appendix A.1.
In Figure 4.16 the grid-side current spectrum produced by the PWM
converter is shown. For this three-phase system the triplen harmonics are
eliminated. Here the characteristic harmonic grouping around multiples of the
switching frequency can be seen.
4.3.2 Space vector modulation
Space vector modulation (SVM) is a form of PWM that was introduced in
the 1980s [81]. It uses an alternative way of determining the pulse widths for
the switching sequence based on the knowledge that a two-level three-phase
converter has eight possible switching combinations that are identified as eight
space vectors. Naturally sampled double-edge SVM uses a triangular carrier
signal which is compared to a space vector modulation signal to generate the
switching sequence. A sinusoidal modulation signal with the modulation index
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ma as amplitude and the modulation angle φ added to the phase:
i∗abc = ma
 sin(2pift+ φ)sin(2pift+ φ− 2pi
3
)
sin(2pift+ φ− 4pi
3
)

is modified to generate the space-vector equivalent modulation waveform [81]:
i∗mod = i
∗
abc −
1
2
(max(i∗abc) +min(i
∗
abc))
In Figure 4.17 the space-vector modulation waveform is compared to the
triangular carrier signal. For instance, intervals where the instantaneous value
of the modulation waveform is greater than the carrier signal, the switch state
is set to u = 1. In the opposite case the switch state becomes u = −1, as can
be seen in Figure 4.18.
Figure 4.17: Triangular carrier, space-vector modulation signal and sinusoidal
waveform generated to determine the switching pulse widths.
Figure 4.18: Space-vector modulated switching pulses.
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The frequency at which the harmonic is located is mfsw + nf1 and its
amplitude is |Amn + jBmn| where
A0n + jB0n|n>1 =
√
3maVD
pi

1
n+ 1
 sin
(
[n+ 1]
pi
6
)
cos
(
[n+ 1]
pi
2
)
×
{√
3 + 2 cos
(
[n+ 1]
pi
3
+
pi
6
)}

+
1
n− 1
 sin
(
[n− 1]pi
6
)
cos
(
[n− 1]pi
2
)
×
{√
3 + 2 cos
(
[n− 1]pi
3
− pi
6
)}


for the baseband harmonics (m = 0, n > 1) [81]. More detail is provided on
the Bessel function Jn(x) in Appendix A.1. In the case of the carrier harmonics
(m > 0, n = 0) and sideband harmonics (m > 0, n 6= 0) the next equation is
used to determine the harmonic amplitudes [81]:
Amn + jBmn =
8VD
mpi2

pi
6
sin
(
[m+ n]
pi
2
){
Jn
(
m
3pi
4
ma
)
+ 2 cosn
pi
6
Jn
(
m
√
3pi
4
ma
)}
+
1
n
sinm
pi
2
cosn
pi
2
sinn
pi
6
{
J0
(
m
3pi
4
ma
)
− J0
(
m
√
3pi
4
ma
)}∣∣∣∣
n6=0
+
∞∑
k=1
k 6=−n

1
[n+ k]
sin
(
[m+ k]
pi
2
)
cos
(
[n+ k]
pi
2
)
sin
(
[n+ k]
pi
6
)
×
{
Jk
(
m
3pi
4
ma
)
+ 2 cos
(
[2n+ 3k]
pi
6
)
Jk
(
m
√
3pi
4
ma
)}

+
∞∑
k=1
k 6=n

1
[n− k] sin
(
[m+ k]
pi
2
)
cos
(
[n− k]pi
2
)
sin
(
[n− k]pi
6
)
×
{
Jk
(
m
3pi
4
ma
)
+ 2 cos
(
[2n− 3k]pi
6
)
Jk
(
m
√
3pi
4
ma
)}


Figure 4.19 provides the spectrum of the converter’s space-vector
modulated grid-side current. In three-phase systems the triplen harmonics are
eliminated. It can be seen that the harmonic content is concentrated around
multiples of the switching frequency, which is fsw = 1.2 kHz in this case.
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Figure 4.19: Output current spectrum obtained from space vector modulation.
4.4 Performance evaluation and comparison
The suitability of the developed control approach is evaluated by comparing
the four control scenarios (MPC with a short horison of N = 1, MPC with a
long horison of N = 12, open-loop PWM-based control and naturally-sampled
SVM) with a focus on compliance to the grid-code harmonic limits. These
control scenarios are evaluated at both a low switching frequency and a high
switching frequency. For the first set of results, all control approaches are
evaluated at a switching frequency of 1.2 kHz while a sampling interval of
Ts = 40µs is applied, equivalent to a sampling frequency of 25 kHz. The
second set is obtained with a switching frequency of 10.3 kHz, with a sampling
interval of Ts = 20µs, doubling the sampling frequency to 50 kHz. The
steady-state response is observed at about t = 10s, and is shown over one
50 Hz fundamental period. Each result includes the a-phase grid-side current
and its reference, corresponding switching sequence and performance against
the harmonic limits. Each spectrum is calculated from 200 steady-state
fundamental periods.
4.4.1 Performance at a low switching frequency
The results of the first set of simulations are presented in Figure 4.20 (MPC
with short horison), Figure 4.21 (MPC with long horison), Figure 4.22
(naturally sampled open-loop PWM) and Figure 4.23 (naturally sampled
SVM). Each of the four control approaches is adjusted to have a switching
frequency of approximately 1.2 kHz. To achieve this for the N=1 and N=12
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cases, the weighting factor in the cost function was adjusted to λu = 0.8
and λu = 2 respectively. For PWM and SVM the switching frequency is
directly specified beforehand as fsw = 1.2 kHz. The pulse-width modulated
switching sequence shown in Figure 4.22b, and the space vector modulated
sequence in Figure 4.23b is generated according to this switching frequency and
remains constant for every fundamental period. This differs from MPC where
the switching sequence varies throughout the simulation and the switching
frequency is not fixed or constant. The switching frequency is therefore
determined as an average and is limited to be fsw < fs/2, less than half
the sampling frequency but not equal, as the controller does not change the
switch state during every single sampling instant.
A prediction horison of twelve time steps spans 480µs ahead of the current
position in time, as opposed to the single 40µs time step. This enables the
long-horison approach to anticipate a better trade-off between the objectives
of switching reduction and reference tracking. Table 4.2 provides the tracking
error of the fundamental 50 Hz component I2(f1) for these approaches,
calculated as follows using the amplitude of the reference current and the
harmonic amplitude at f1 obtained from the fft of the grid current:
tracking error =
(
I2(f1) − I2 ref
I2 ref
)
× 100%
The tracking errors for the short- and long-horison MPC approaches are 1.74%
and 0.53% respectively. This verifies that long-horison control provides an
optimised trade-off between control objectives by improving the tracking of
the fundamental component with the same number of switching transitions
taking place. There is no tracking error provided for the open-loop PWM and
naturally-sampled SVM as the reference is calculated so that the tracking error
of the fundamental component is zero.
It is also seen that long-horison MPC offers lower total harmonic distortion
(THD) than short-horison control with a THD of 2.3% versus 3.36%
respectively, much less than the 7.93% and 5.03% distortion resulting from
PWM and SVM. This can be observed as the grid-current i2a in Figure 4.21a
has smaller ripple for the same number of switching transitions when controlled
by MPC with the long prediction horison than with the short-horison control
in Figure 4.20a. The largest ripple is observed in the PWM-controlled output
current in Figure 4.22a.
The South African NRS 079-2-1:2010 grid code [16] places limits on the
grid-current harmonic distortion at multiples of the fundamental frequency.
These limits are expressed in terms of the harmonic amplitudes as percentages
of the fundamental component and are provided in Appendix A.2.
With classic control schemes such as PWM, the resulting spectrum consists
of discrete spectral lines grouped around multiples of the switching- or
carrier frequency. In Figure 4.22c the spectral content present around the
24th harmonic multiple of the fundamental frequency, equivalent to the first
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(a) Grid-side current and reference
(b) Switching sequence
(c) Grid-side current harmonics compared to grid-code harmonic distortion limits
Figure 4.20: Results for the MPC short-horison (N = 1) case at fsw = 1.2 kHz.
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(a) Grid-side current and reference
(b) Switching sequence
(c) Grid-side current harmonics compared to grid-code harmonic distortion limits
Figure 4.21: Results for the MPC long-horison (N = 12) case at fsw = 1.2 kHz.
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(a) Grid-side current and reference
(b) Switching sequence
(c) Grid-side current harmonics compared to grid-code harmonic distortion limits
Figure 4.22: Results for the PWM case at fsw = 1.2 kHz.
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(a) Grid-side current and reference
(b) Switching sequence
(c) Grid-side current harmonics compared to grid-code harmonic distortion limits
Figure 4.23: Results for the SVM case at fsw = 1.2 kHz.
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Table 4.2: Summary of the simulation results
Weighting Tracking Grid-code
Approach factor λu error THD compliance
Ts = 40µs, fsw=1.2 kHz:
MPC (N=1) 0.8 1.74% 3.36% No
MPC (N=12) 2 0.53% 2.30% No
PWM - - 7.93% No
SVM - - 5.03% No
Ts = 20µs, fsw=10.3 kHz:
MPC (N=1) 6× 10−4 0.12% 0.27% No
MPC (N=12) 6× 10−7 0.03% 0.19% Yes
PWM - - 0.87% Yes
SVM - - 0.56% Yes
multiple of the switching frequency, exceeds the harmonic limits on the 22nd
and 26th harmonics, bearing in mind the absence of the triplen harmonics
in a three-phase system as discussed earlier. With SVM a similar trend is
observed in Figure 4.23c, but with more widely spread harmonic content at
even harmonic positions around the switching frequency, except at the triplen
harmonics.
Model predictive control results in the spread of spectral content but still
shows a very slight concentration of content around multiples of the switching
frequency. Due to some of the switching energy being converted to noise, the
energy is summed in 50 Hz frequency bands to obtain the discrete harmonic
amplitudes at multiples of the fundamental frequency f1. The harmonic
distortion resulting from the long-horison approach, Figure 4.21c, is slightly
lower than from the short-horison approach in Figure 4.20c, but both exceed
the limits on all higher-order harmonics: those surrounding the switching
frequency (24th harmonic) and higher. Furthermore, both approaches also
violate restrictions on all the even harmonics in the lower-order range, with
the short-horisons approach exceeding limits on a few odd harmonics as well.
4.4.2 Performance at a high switching frequency
During the second set of results the performance of the four approaches
(short-horison MPC in Figure 4.24; long-horison MPC in Figure 4.25;
open-loop PWM in Figure 4.26) and naturally-sampled SVM in Figure 4.27)
are investigated at a higher switching frequency of fsw = 10.3 kHz and a
sampling frequency of fs = 50 kHz. The weighting factor was adjusted
to λu = 6×10−4 and λu = 6×10−7 for the short- and long-horison cases
respectively.
From Table 4.2 it is seen once more that MPC with long horisons
outperforms MPC with short horisons through a lower tracking error and
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(a) Grid-side current and reference
(b) Switching sequence
(c) Grid-side current harmonics compared to grid-code harmonic distortion limits
Figure 4.24: Results for the MPC short-horison (N = 1) case at fsw = 10.3 kHz.
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(a) Grid-side current and reference
(b) Switching sequence
(c) Grid-side current harmonics compared to grid-code harmonic distortion limits
Figure 4.25: Results for the MPC long-horison (N = 12) case at fsw = 10.3 kHz.
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(a) Grid-side current and reference
(b) Switching sequence
(c) Grid-side current harmonics compared to grid-code harmonic distortion limits
Figure 4.26: Results for the PWM case at fsw = 10.3 kHz.
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(a) Grid-side current and reference
(b) Switching sequence
(c) Grid-side current harmonics compared to grid-code harmonic distortion limits
Figure 4.27: Results for the SVM case at fsw = 10.3 kHz.
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THD percentage. Both the tracking error and THD are much lower at a high
switching frequency than those obtained at the low switching frequency. The
grid-side currents for all four scenarios are smooth with no noticeable ripple.
MPC with long horisons, PWM and SVM manage to perform within the
grid-code current-distortion limits. The grid-current spectrum produced by
MPC with a short horison adheres to all harmonic limits, except at the
tenth harmonic (500 Hz). This coincides with the resonant frequencies of
the LCL-filter [14]:
fres1 =
1
2pi
√
CL2
and fres2 =
1
2pi
√
C
L1L2
L1 + L2
,
which delivers fres1 = 493 Hz and fres2 = 512 Hz when substituting the
filter’s component values, provided in Table 4.1, into the equations. Through
the application of a longer prediction horison the MPC controller manages
to displace enough energy away from the filter’s resonant frequencies at the
tenth harmonic to fully comply with the harmonic distortion limits. This
eliminates the need for active damping (AD) of filter resonance (e.g.: through
virtual resistance (VR)-based approaches [63; 82; 48; 47]) as required by linear
controllers which make use of classic control techniques.
4.5 Summary
Figure 4.28 provides a glance on how this chapter relates to those
that surround it. This chapter provides the evaluation of the
model-predictive direct current-control strategy developed in Chapter 3, for
a three-phase grid-connected converter with LCL-filter by implementation in
a MATLAB-based simulation for evaluation. A sphere decoding algorithm was
implemented as a computationally efficient solver for the solution search. The
model shows correct functioning as current controller, fast transient response
and good reference tracking of the fundamental 50 Hz component. The
suitability of the current-control scheme for a grid-connected converter setup
was investigated by comparing it with open-loop PWM, naturally-sampled
SVM, as well as the short- and long-horison application of the developed MPC
scheme. The spectrum of the grid-side current was tested against the harmonic
distortion limits of the NRS 079-2-1:2010 grid code for current injected into
the grid. The evaluation was performed at both a low and a high switching
frequency.
At low frequencies both MPC with short- and long-horison approaches show
non-compliance with the harmonic limits in the higher frequency range around
the switching frequency and onwards, as well as limits at even harmonics in
the lower frequency range. With an increase in switching frequency a point
is reached where the method manages to comply with the grid-code harmonic
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requirements, but this is at a much higher switching frequency than the range
that is ideally intended for MPC to leverage its benefits from long horisons.
One way the to reduce the switching frequency at which the controller functions
satisfactorily is to adjust or re-design the filter parameters.
MPC utilising long prediction horisons is able to anticipate future effects
of actuations and plan further in advance. From the results it was confirmed
that MPC with long horisons provides a more optimal trade-off between
the two control objectives, reference tracking and switching reduction, than
MPC with short horisons as it delivered better reference tracking and lower
total harmonic distortion. It was also observed that long-horison control
automatically attenuates the filter resonance to an acceptable level that fully
complies with the grid code, eliminating the need for active damping techniques
used with linear controllers.
At high switching frequency it is clear that the method is currently
outperformed by PWM and SVM. Despite the control approach’s current
inadequacies, there is room for improvement through future research regarding
harmonic performance.
Figure 4.28: Brief overview of the thesis chapters.
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Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter a summary is given of the whole thesis and how the research
objectives were met, where-after the main findings and recommendations for
future research are made before the final conclusion is drawn.
5.1 Summary of the research
The focus of the research is the development and evaluation of a MPC
current-control strategy for a three-phase grid-connected converter with
LCL-filter. All of the research objectives were achieved during the study:
• A discrete-time state space model was derived that describes the grid-tied
converter.
• The optimisation approach for MPC with long horisons as described in
[46] was adapted and extended to incorporate the grid voltage.
• The following control objectives were incorporated into the cost function:
– To minimise current tracking error.
– To minimise switching frequency.
• A sphere decoding algorithm was described and implemented as
a recursive function that solved the optimisation problem in a
computationally efficient manner.
• The developed control approach was implemented and evaluated by
MATLAB-based simulations.
A review follows on each chapter to summarise the main points that were
addressed in the thesis and how they support the objectives of the study.
77
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5.1.1 Chapter 1
The first chapter introduced the background and context of the research, stated
the main focus and objectives of the thesis and provided a roadmap of the thesis
chapters.
5.1.2 Chapter 2
A literature review was conducted to provide an understanding of and
background on the history and applications of power converters. A
classification and discussion was provided on the types of control methods that
are applied to power converters, followed by a discussion on the suitability
of predictive control methods to present-day control systems and power
converters. The specific types of predictive control methods and specifically
model predictive control (MPC), its benefits, drawbacks and basic concepts,
were discussed. A review was done on existing research relevant to model
predictive control of grid-tied converters.
5.1.3 Chapter 3
In Chapter 3 the three-phase system and the proposed controller are described
and developed mathematically by defining the constraints of the finite control
set regarding the integer switch states, and deriving a state-space model that
can be used to describe and predict the behaviour of the system according to
its inputs, hereby achieving the first objective.
This model differs from that developed in [46] as within the state-space
equation the grid voltage is considered as an additional input vector alongside
the switch-state input vector, rather than being included in the state vector
as is the general trend in [47; 48]. This meant that the algebra of the standard
MPC optimisation approach be reworked to accommodate the inclusion of the
grid voltage as an input vector and this achieved the second objective of the
research.
For the third objective a cost function was formulated to include two
weighted control objectives, namely reducing reference tracking error and
secondly switching frequency reduction as a means to reduce losses in the
converter. This cost function was used to evaluate the optimality of available
switching actions, as the option that minimises the cost is the most optimal.
The state-space equation was used to predict the future behaviour of the
system according to a specific sequence of switching states applied. The
cost of each switch action was summed over the prediction horison of N time
steps to give the overall cost of a specific switching-sequence. The number of
possible sequences and their predicted outcomes increased exponentially the
longer the chosen horison length, posing an exhaustive search computationally
if every available sequence was to be evaluated. The minimisation of the
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cost function was rewritten to become an integer least-squares (ILS) problem
with the switching sequence vector U(k) as the optimisation variable, and a
transformation matrix H necessary to generate the discrete solutions space
wherein all candidate solutions U(k) were mapped.
In fulfilment of the fourth objective sphere decoding was incorporated as an
efficient solver of the ILS-problem at a long prediction horison that inherently
has an exponentially enlarging/extending set of candidate solutions. The
sphere decoder approaches the ILS-problem as a minimisation of the Euclidean
distance between its central point (position of the unconstrained solution)
and candidate solutions in the solution space. The closer the solution lies to
the sphere’s center, the more optimal it is. A Babai estimate of what the
most optimal solution might be is used as the starting point of the search to
exclude as many sub-optimal solution points from the search as possible. As
the sphere decoder explores the nodes of the search tree, it either prunes the
branch if its Euclidean distance falls outside of the sphere’s radius, or advances
along the branch to the next node to repeat the evaluation. Once it reaches
a complete set of actuations at the bottom of the tree that fall within the
radius, it considers it as a new temporary optima and tightens the radius to
that candidate’s distance from the sphere’s center. The decoder proceeds in
this manner until only one candidate remains in the sphere, which is then
selected as the official optimal solution.
5.1.4 Chapter 4
In the fourth chapter the fifth objective which entails the implementation
and evaluation of the MPC control scheme for the three-phase grid-connected
converter with LCL-filter is addressed. The first part of the chapter describes
how the mathematical model developed in Chapter 3 was implemented in a
MATLAB-based simulation. A flow diagram is used to describe the logical flow
within the main function script that simulates the grid-connected converter
with LCL-filter and how control is performed by the MPC strategy. An
algorithm is formulated to perform the sphere decoding from program code
and is implemented as a recursive function written in a separate MATLAB
script and called from within the main MPC function to perform the optimised
search. The efficiency of the sphere decoder is evaluated by counting the
number of floating point operations (FLOPS) performed during the solution
search and comparing them to the FLOPS performed during an exhaustive
search at different prediction horison lengths N . The use of the sphere decoder
enables a horison length of N = 15 to be used during the simulation, whereas
the exhaustive search limited the simulation to a prediction horison of N = 8
time steps due to its computational burden.
Sample output from the simulation, such as the capacitor voltage, inverter-
and grid-side current waveforms, are investigated to verify that the MPC
controller model and its implementation in the simulation was functioning
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correctly. The dynamic response was also tested by insertion of a step in the
reference amplitude, to which the controller adjusted very quickly. Thereafter
an explanation was given on how the spectral content of the grid-side current
was determined from the simulation’s time-domain results to obtain the
discrete harmonics and THD.
After the explanation of how the simulation was developed for the MPC
and sphere decoder’s implementation, detail regarding the implementation
of an open-loop PWM controller and space vector modulator for the same
three-phase grid-connected converter is given, such as generation of the
modulated switching signals and calculation of the spectrum by using the
Fourier series expansion and Bessel function.
In the second part of the chapter an evaluation is provided of the
developed current control scheme through a comparison of the following control
approaches: MPC with a short horison, MPC with a long horison, open-loop
naturally-sampled PWM and SVM. These approaches were each evaluated at
a low switching frequency and a high switching frequency. Attributes such
as tracking error of the fundamental 50 Hz component and total harmonic
distortion are also compared.
At low switching frequencies the developed MPC scheme exceeds a
significant number of harmonic limits predominantly at even harmonics, thus
not providing satisfactory performance according to the NRS 079-2-1:2010
grid-code current distortion limits. With an increase in switching frequency
a point is reached where the long-horison approach manages to comply with
the grid-code harmonic requirements, but this is at a much higher switching
frequency than the range that is ideally intended for MPC to leverage the
benefits of long horisons. A more detailed breakdown of the findings follows.
5.2 Main findings
The model and simulation developed of the MPC scheme functions correctly:
• The controller is able to track the fundamental 50 Hz component with
accuracy.
• The controller has fast transient response as it reacts quickly to
abrupt changes in the reference by fully adjusting within less than two
milliseconds with little overshoot.
The sphere decoder was proven to provide a significant efficiency improvement
over an exhaustive search approach.
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MPC performs better using long-horison control than with short-horison
control:
• Long-horison control automatically attenuates LCL-filter resonance
present in short-horison control without the use of active damping
techniques generally used in linear controllers. It is able to displace
some of the switching energy away from the resonant frequencies of the
LCL-filter.
• Long-horison control is able to anticipate and prepare for a inserted step
in amplitude a number of time steps ahead due to its prediction horison
spanning further into the future than in the short-horison case.
• Long-horison control shows smaller reference-tracking error when
compared to short horisons when compared at the same switching
frequency, it is therefore able to optimise the switching sequence to
reduce tracking error using the same number of switching transitions.
• Long-horison control provides lower overall THD and smaller ripple in
the grid-side current than short-horison control, open-loop PWM and
SVM when compared at the same switching frequency.
Performance against the NRS 079-2-1:2010 grid code harmonic distortion limits
and the traditional PWM-type approaches:
• It is observed that MPC produces less ripple in the grid-side current
at both short and long horisons than PWM with the same switching
frequency. PWM has a fixed switching frequency and pulse-width
modulated switching sequence throughout, whereas MPC offers more
flexibility of the switching frequency as it is able to constantly optimise
and adapt the switching sequence to provide an optimal trade-off
according to the desired control objectives and their priority weightings
within the cost function.
• PWM and SVM approaches do not comply to the grid code harmonic
limits when the switching frequency and its surrounding harmonic
content falls within the range of the grid code (0 Hz - 1.7 kHz).
• At a low switching frequency MPC does not comply with the current
distortion harmonic limits at even harmonics, nor at harmonics higher
than the switching frequency.
• At a high switching frequency long-horison MPC is able to comply with
the grid-code harmonic distortion limits, however short-horison control
falls short of compliance to the harmonic limit at the filter resonance
frequency.
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5.3 Suggestions for future research
• Further work can be done on the control approach to improve the
performance regarding even and higher-order harmonics in order to
comply with the distortion limits of the grid code. [83] uses the concept of
a spectrogram, which is the squared magnitude of the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT). The MPC scheme applies spectrogram constraints to
the output spectrum across multiple time steps of the prediction horison.
Spectrogram MPC is able to enforce hard constraints on the spectrum,
hereby differing from the frequency-weighted methods incorporated with
MPC such as band-pass filters [84] and high-pass Butterworth filters [85],
where the high frequency behaviour is penalised and fine-tuned in the
cost function.
• Improvement in the design of the filter should be investigated. Switching
at lower frequencies will require a larger filter, as a larger converter-side
inductor reduces current ripple, and the larger the filter capacitor, the
more current ripple goes through the capacitor instead of the utility
network. The drawbacks related to these parameter adjustments are
increased component size and cost. One way of reducing distortion could
be to extend the LCL-filter, but this significantly increases the control
complexity, could imply a larger input voltage requirement and increases
the system cost.
• Further research can be done regarding the practical implementation of
the controller for long horisons to restrict the computational time needed
for each time step / sampling period. A reduction is needed from several
minutes taken in simulation to the several microseconds needed in real
time by a practical implementation.
5.4 Conclusion
During the research the suitability of a direct model predictive current
control strategy for a three-phase grid-connected converter with LCL-filter was
evaluated. The control objectives entailed minimising current-tracking error
and switching frequency. The research contributed to knowledge creation in
the field of model predictive control (MPC) in power electronics by extending
on the work done in [46] by incorporating the grid voltage as an input vector
in the mathematical model and optimisation approach.
A sphere decoder was incorporated in order to relieve the computational
burden related to an exhaustive search, by improving the efficiency by which
the simulation executes a solution search. This makes it possible to use long
prediction horisons of up to fifteen time steps during the simulation approach.
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The performance when using MPC with short horisons versus long horisons
was investigated and compared to an open-loop pulse-width modulation
controller, evaluated at both a low and high switching frequency. The
developed controller provided accurate current-reference tracking and fast
transient response for both short and long horisons, however it was noticed that
long-horison control is clearly superior and automatically damps the resonant
frequencies of the filter. At low switching frequencies the controlled grid-side
current does however not fully comply with the harmonic distortion limits
specified by the South African grid code. The odd harmonics are generally
within the specified limits, but the even harmonics requires improvement. This
strategy is therefore not suitable for grid-tied inverter applications, however
future research can be done to develop methods to suppress the even and
high-order harmonics. The use of longer horisons improves performance but
there is an increased computational burden which is a barrier to simulation
efforts and practical implementation.
In the past the adoption of MPC was limited by the computational abilities
at the time, today it is possible to implement such a controller in simulation
and perform predictions and optimisation over long horisons [10; 11; 46].
The increasing rate at which technology and computational power advances
provides a prospect that the practical implementation of long-horison MPC
controllers will become feasible in the near future.
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Appendix A
Additional Theory
A.1 Bessel function
Bessel function of the first type [15]:
Jnx =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
ej(xsiny−ny)dy
Characteristics:
Jn−x = (−1)nJn(x)
J−n(x) = (−1)nJn(x)
Figure A.1: Output of a first order Bessel function. [15].
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A.2 Grid code
The NRS 097-2-1:2010 [16] currently serves as the grid code to facilitate the
interconnection of renewable energy sources to the national utility grid in South
Africa. Herein harmonic distortion limits are specified for current injected
into the grid. Low current-distortion levels prevent harmful effects on other
equipment connected to the grid. In accordance with the IEC 61727:2004
the individual harmonics have to comply with the percentages provided in
Table A.1:
Table A.1: Current distortion limits according to harmonics [16].
Odd harmonics Distortion limit
3rd through 9th Less than 4.0%
11th through 15th Less than 2.0%
17th through 21st Less than 1.5%
23rd through 33rd Less than 0.6%
Even harmonics Distortion limit
2nd through 8th Less than 1.0%
10th through 32nd Less than 0.5%
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